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Students sue Agony of defeat
CSU officials
for frozen fees

By Stacey De Salvo
Daily staff writer

By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer

The Associated Students filed a
lawsuit Monday for what its lawyer
called a "fundamental right" to use
student fees in the legal battle over
the Rec Center.
Attorney Dean Sutton and A.S.
directors announced the filing of the
lawsuit against the California State
University.
Sutton, . representing the Fulton
Law Firm, made the announcement
at a press conference that included
local television, radio and newspaper reporters.
Earlier this semester. the CSU
froze $100,(XX) in student fees that
the A.S. intended to use for legal expenses.
,
The A.S. had retained counsel to
try and prevent a student fee increase
to cover cost overruns in the Rec
Center.
The lawsuit, filed with the Superior Court of California, County of
Santa Clara, will attempt to free the
fees and allow the A.S. to continue
legal action concerning the Rec Center.
The AS., which has retained
counsel in the past, intended to sue
the system for raising fees $8 to
cover mismanagement of the project, which was overseen by CSU
Chancellor Ann Reynolds.
But Reynolds ordered SJSU President Gail Fullerton to hold the funds.
prompting the lawsuit filed Monday.
The CSU froze the funds because
they claimed the A.S. cannot legally
represent student interests.
A.S. President Terry McCarthy
said last spring’s student vote of "no
confidence" in Reynold’s handling
of the Rec Center is sufficient student endorsement.
Sutton said the CSU froze the
funds to avoid answering "embarassing questions" about mismanagement of the project.
"They’re saying the students can
spend their own money as long as
the CSU doesn’t disagree with

’It would be hard to
find a more
arrogant action
than what the CSU
has done.’
Dean Sutton,
Attorney for the A.S.

them," Sutton said.
"A state law provides money cart
be spent to allow a lawyer to represent the interests of the Associated
Students," Sutton said. "The lass
gives the Chancellor no excuse to
disallow that. But they are still not
even allowing the A.S. to go to the
courthouse on this issue."
Sutton, who is currently not being
paid because of the frozen legal fees.
said he is optimistic about the students’ chances in the lawsuit.
"Our firm has expended time because we believe it is important. It
would be hard to find a more arrogant action than what the CSU has
done." Sutton said.
He also said he thinks release ot
the funds could allow his firm to sit
cover significant information about
mismanagement of the Rec Center.
"The Chancellor’s office is not allowed to freeze these student funds.
And when that is undone, they will
not be able to keep hidden what is
now hidden."
Sutton said the A.S. will have to
take the struggle, "one step at a
time."
See FEES, back page

Brian Baer Sophomore I.aura Boone cries out after San Diego

State University scores game point. The Spartans

Faire provides unique gifts
By Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer

Music and incense have filled the
air at the 19th annual Christmas
Faire.
The faire, located in the Student
Union. hosts tables filled with jewelry. tie-dyed shirts and crafts made
by local artists. The faire runs
through Thursday.
"Students who live on campus
can have access to creative gifts."
said Luz Rodriquez. a sophomore
majoring in pyschology. "That’s
what I’m doing right now. I’m shopping."
Rodriquez said she saw some silver jewelry that caught her eye.
"They’re expensive but, since
they’re handmade items, they’re
worth it," she said.
Gail Martini, a sophomore majoring in public relations, said she
thinks the annual faire is "wonderful .
"There’s a lot of unique gifts for
people who are hard to buy (for),"
she said.
Martini said she likes to see local
artists and craftsmen get holiday
business that would otherwise go to
large shopping malls.
"It’s nice because they’re small
businesses," she said.
Fifty-two vendors are selling their
wares at this year’s faire, said Dan
Tattersfield, assistant director of
Student Union public relations.
The vendors pay $175 for a booth
on the Student Union’s upper level
See FAIRE, back page
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suffered a disappointing 3-1 loss in Saturday’.
NCA A playoffs. See page 5 for story.

A grievance filed on behalf of 21
housing employees remains unresolved due to racism and "academic
elitism" among SJSU administrators, a union official alleged last
week.
The grievance, filed by the California State Employees Association,
alleges that housing management allowed some of their employees to
work in or around areas where asbestos was present, in violation of a
union contract, health and safety
laws and CSU policy.
"The majority of employees affected by the lack of adherence to
those laws are predominantly minorities," said Bob Tofanelli, an
area representative for the CSEA.
Tofanelli said he believed the
union’s grievance has dragged on
without resolution because of "an
elitism that smacks of racism."
"There is an academic elitism that
is indigenous to a university. Because administrators have advanced
degrees, they think they are somehow better than the rest of the employees," Tofanelli said.
He said about 80 percent of the 21
many of them custoemployees
dians or janitors -- arc minorities.
One housing services employee, a
groundskeeper who asked not to be
identified, said he agreed racism is
delaying resolution of the grievance.
"If 21 white faculty members had
signed the grievance, it would have
been resolved a long time ago," the
groundskeeper said.
Sam Milioto. SJSU director of
human resources/employee relations, is reviewing the grievance. He
denied all charges of racism or elitism.
"I have no knowledge of the color
of 20 of the 21 who filed the grievance," he said. "We’re treating the
grievance as a serious matter."
Housing Director Ben McKendall
said he was surprised the union was
alleging racism, and claimed the
charge is not true.
"It’s the first I’ve heard of it," he
said.
See RACISM, back page

Blood

Residents give to cancer patient
By Douglas Alger
Daily staff writer

Christmas is traditionally known
as the season for giving.
When SJSU residents learned that
Ruth Carpizo had leukemia, they decided to give a part of themselves
literally.
More than 60 residence hall slit dents went to Moulder Hall Sunda)
afternoon and donated blood to the
Red Cross in Carpizo’s name.
Moulder Hall resident Stephanie
Bouchard organized the one -day
drive for Carpizo after a number of
residents tried to donate in her name
at the local Red Cross office.
Students said there was "an incredible amount of paperwork involved" in donating at the Red
Cross, Sc) Bouchard and Moulder
Hall’s multi -cultural wing decided to
organize a blood drive within the

was impressed because of all the
students who came together for a
common cause.,
I

Deanne Holweger,
Moulder Hall resident director

hall itself.
"I was impressed because of all
the students who came together for a
common cause." said Deanne Holweger. Moulder Hall resident director.
olweger said the blood drive was
Ht one more gesture on behalf of
Carpizo by students.
They have also sent cards, posters

and gifts.
"I thought it (the blood drive)
went very well," said Moulder Hall
resident adviser Theresa Anderson.
Blood costs approximately $50
per pint, and the drive raised $2,250
worth of blood in Carpizo’s name.
Because of the amount of blood collected at Sunday’s drive. Carpizo
See RESIDENTS, back page

Dorm roommates clash over noodles
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer

Grey Walton

Daily staff pholographe

Senior Agnes Ramos looks at the gifts in the Student Union

Affordable ramen noodles are a
staple of many college students’
diets. But it’s hard to imagine roommates coming to blows over the 50 cent food item.
Nevertheless, Washburn Hall resident Winton Soo allegedly struck
roommate Samuel Liu Sunday after
the two argued over the inexpensive

foodstuff.
Liu, who told University Police he
intends to press charges. was taken
to San Jose Hospital for a head
wound, according to Lt. Shannon
Maloney.
While at the hospital, Liu told the
JPD he had discovered some items
missing from his food supply at
about 12:45 p.m. Sunday.
He asked Soo about the missing

food and learned that his roommate
had allowed another student to help
himself to it. according to the UPI)
report.
After an exchange of words Soo
allegedly swung at I.iu with a water
glass in his hand. A broken water
glass was found outside the dorm
room. No arrests were made.
See NOODLES, back page
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Tell Gorbachev
the way to SJ

Letters to the Editor
III itie Si lel I.:111011. mlii i,iiui GOVbachev speaks of Glasnota, ttr openFiditor,
ness. I say we should practice openThis is my response to Katarina ness in our nation too. Let us open
Jonholt’s Nov. 30 article on the Con- the history books and read the great
tras.
achievements
communism
has
There you go again! You are crit- brought about: 1.5110,1)00,0(X) opicizing ideas you do not compre- pressed human beings. 100.000.000
hend. The Contras do need a quarter, dead, zero prosperity . /cm democa quarter of a billion dollars.
racy, and zero freedom CommuIf we believe that Liberty and De- nism is like AIDS. When it enters
mocracy are worth having. shouldn’t the victlIll It Is is Oliderful because
we help people who also want to the victim is ignorant of what is hapshare liberty and democracy? If peo- pening. but after a while the iii thin
ple are willing to fight and die for is destroyed. For Nicaragua. there is
these ideals and receive no income, a cure, Contra Aid.
then this must suggest that they are
Since the American people were
very sincere in their efforts.
willing to send a package of hope to
The Sandinistas, Nicaraguan corn
starving Ethiopia. let us now send a
munists. have promised democracy package of hope to starving Nicaraand freedom but haie not delivered gua. The package of ftxxl for Ethiobecause they do not believe in these pia provided relief for a brief time.
ideals. The Sandinistas were com- The package of Freedom and Demunists even when the group was mocracy for Nicaragua will provide
formed in the 60s. The Contras are relief forever.
not mercenaries because mercenaries
If we Americans truly believe
receive income: the average Contra freedom is important and is worth
soldier receives no income.
maintaining, then it is our responsiNo communist regime has ever bility to aid people who share our he
surrendered its power. Even when fiefs in attaining these ideals. every
elections are held the communists al- where and every time. We did it mu
ways win. Nine out of 10 communist the 1860s and in the 1940s. now let
nations practice imperialism. Here us do it in the Mills and 1990s. We
are a less examples: Cuba in Angola must not stop until es er.\ one is aland Nicaragua; USSR in Afghani- lowed to say "Free at last, free at
stan and Eastern Europe; and Viet- last, thank God almighty, we are
nam in Laos and Kampuchea ((’am- free at last!’
Itodia). Now Nicaragua is invoked
One last note. Read my words:
in El Salvador.
there is no substitute for liberty .
The Contras are the last hope the
(7arlo E. Ariani
Nicaraguan people have of living in
Soph lllll ore
a free society like ours.
Finance
Too often, Americans. especially
liberals, say we do not belong in Nicaragua. They say we should forget Thanks for nothing
the Contras’ cause and let Nicaragua Editor.
solve its own problems. This is a cop
Here it is the end of the semester
out! The problem with these argu- and what has the PRSSA Club I
ments is that the Nicaraguans have joined in the beginning of this school
no say in their future.
year done for me? Nothing.
As a public relations major I was
lirtlily advised to join PRSSA by
\ limb students and professors. I
i’,is iold it would he beneficial. I

Contras deserve aid

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would
like to hear from you
our readers.
Your ideas, comments,
criticisms and suggestions
are encouraged.

We

feel

that by listening to our readers we can better serve the
campus community. However, personal attacks and

Open Invitation

letters in poor taste will 11,1
be published, nor will anon-

The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A bimonthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
he your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should be typed, double
spaced and approximately 2 to 3 pages
long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address ;Ind
phone number.
Columns can he on any topic. However, personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not he published. All columns
will he edited for length or libel.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall.

1V\

Bring on the New Year

Published for the University
and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communications
Since 1934

I hate traffic. So I felt pity for the
iens lit
New York City when I heard of the gridlock they
anticipate for th i sit of Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev and his is fe Raisa this week.
The problems stem from the Gorbachevs rathei
cumbersome 40-car motorcade that will weaie
through the heart of Manhattan.
I have a moderately brilliant solution - send
Gorby and the wife to San Jose! That’s right. San
Jose. the shining computer chip of the Silicon Val
ley.
The following is an
informal guide of pure
entertainment (no meat
by-products) for the
Gorbacheis here in San
Jose. complete is ith arguments ot what this
city’s got that the Big
Apple don’t .
TraMc Well, ex
eluding 101 South al
rush hour. tratti, here
Zac Shess
is much lighter and
more accommodating
for a quarter -mile motorcade. Maybe Gorbachev
will jump out of his car and shake hands again.
Weather It may he a hit chilly in the evenings
here, hut its certainly warmer than New York and
it’s nothing the,. hearty Ruskies can’t handle.
Food: I know its hard lii belie e that New York
City with all its ethnic diversity doesn’t match up to
the more homogenous San Jose. The Gorbachevs
will not have experienced lite until they both have a
Super Taqueria came asada burrito.
Entertainment: I understand Mike & Raisa
want to view the heart of world capitalism, Wall
Street. However, all that ticker tape would swallow
up Mike’s new Bo Jackson Nike Cross -Trainers.
But in San Jose those sneakers could be broken in
strolling the aisles of this city’s largest capitalist
Product, the Price Club
Any New Yorker yi ould be hard pressed to find
a place where Mike COU Id purchase a monstrous can
of Pork -n -Beans and a satellite dish while Raisa
bought that CD player and Roger Whittaker disc
she’s always wanted.
San Jose State Irniersity: SJSU alone could
provide them with a full d,i it rtiii ment.
The it iuld start 00 their morning with the
Metro Cate 99 cent Spartan Breakfast Special.
Visa. Mastercard, rubles accepted.
Russia’s first couple could split up while Raisa
Lullerion for a shopping spree at Valley
takes (
Fair Meanwhile. Mike, donning a hard hat, of
course, can see lost hand American ingenuity with
the overdue. ’’en priced Res Center.
Later in the day . is bide Raisa and Gail are trying
on leather num skiits. Alike could sell back his
book, Perestroika. for extra spending cash.
If he’s miffed when the Spartan Bookstore only
gives him SI .10 back. Gorbachev could dons n his
sorrows at the pub with a pitcher of Bud.
His Politburo buddies will have to pick up the
tab - because Raisa is ill probably hair all the cash
and credit cards at Victoria’s Secret buying that
frilly underwear he likes
Its time for dinner. The Gorbacheis can reunite at West Hall for a romantic dinner at the Dining Commons. Mike said earlier in a speech to his
comrades that he was really looking forward to the
DC’s all -you -can -eat hamburger line.
Here will be the media’s hest opportunity to answer the hunting questions about arms reductions.
the troop pullout front Afghanistan and how much
relish Mike puts on his burger.
The Gorbacheis, in a tearful farewell from
SJSU. could moye on to a local watering hole.
Mike, once the captain of the Moscow University
Surf Team, can rekindle college memories by
shredding it on the mechanical surfboard at Paradise Beach.
Once on the board. Mike lust may realize that
SJSU is where he wants to spend the night. After
bartering with a resident hall adviser. Mike and
Raisa will need to exchange their matching cossack
turbans for a room. Sleep well. y,ui two, it has been
a long day.
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ymous letters be accepted
All letters may he edited
for length or libel. We will
also correct obvious style
and grammar errors.
Letters
writer’s
phone

must

hear

name,
number and

the

major,
class

level.
Please deliver letters to
the Daily office on the second floor of Dwight Bente!
Hall or to the Student Union
information desk.

would meet other students and
would go to intOrmative meetings
and in general make my academic
life more meaningful. But what I did
learn is that I’ve wasted $40 (the annual fee).
Two out of three big meetings
PRSSA had this semester were held
on nights that I had class. The third I
didn’t find out about because it was
poorly advertised.
The only other contact I had with
this club was through two newsletters I received lacking any interesting material.
I even tried volunteering my services but that was shot down by some
of the unenthusiastic people who run
the club. Are all SJSU clubs run as
poorly as this one’?
I only have two questions of the
PRSSA club. Is next semester going
to be as thrilling as this one, and is it
Its) late to get a refund?
.lan Ingales
Junior
Public Relations

One less Stone helps
It to the Athletic depart SJSU for removing their ads
from the controversial Perry Stone
Show on radio station KSJO. Racism and sexism die slowly; every
little bit helps.
Surprisingly. some people still
think his racist and sexist jokes are
lust good clean fun. Unfortunately.
they reinforce stereotypes which are
damaging to the health of this nation. eating away at the roots of our
democracy like some deadly poison.
When segments of our society are
belittled, we are all belittled. In
"Leaves of Grass" Walt Whitman
expresses it well when he says.
"Whoever degrades another, degrades me" ("Song of Myself."
stanza 24).
Art Ryder
Graduate
English
Hats

111011 mmt

January 1, signifies more than hangovers
that last until February.
It is the day people start their new
year’s resolutions. Most of which were made
during the eve’s festivities when the little part
of our brains that allows us to reason
intelligently has been pickled with insane
bubbly optimism that comes in a bottle.
It all starts, innocently enough, with a
glass of your favorite drink. Then another.
After a while, quitting something you really
like seems reasonable. Alter another couple
you are sure it is a damn fine idea.
Soon you are certain that with some
behavior modification you can be the person
you always wanted. After all, what is so hard
about sticking to that workout program,
counting those calories or starting those school
assignments on time?
Nothing really. Except you didn’t do it last
year. Or the year before. But you still put on
those same promises only to toss them aside
when you found a rationalization that fits
better.
But as your friend fills your glass for the
nth time you are sure this year is different. "I
understand my limitatiqns better and I won’t
set such unrealistic goals for myself," you
say.
Don’t count on it. I make that same
mistake every year. Well, every year until this
one.
Resolutions are an old tradition dating back
to the time when people felt that everyone
needed a good dose of guilt each day to
prevent a good time from getting out of hand.
Each year people gathered together and sorted
out what was wrong with themselves and
decided to not do those things in the new year.
I’m not going to make any new year’s
B.,
resolutions.
Better yet, that will be my resolution.
I know that regardless of what I say or
promise to myself. I will still leave things to
the last moment, I won’t excercise or eat
properly and I will still be host to my
abundance of other problems.
But this year. I will do it guilt-free.
This isn’t to say that I won’t work on what
ails me. I will, but not with a bunch of silly
promises.
I’m not going to wake up on the first of
January with the dread that I promised all c
the fun out of my life. It’s taken years of
neglect and self-abuse to reach the point that I
am at now and I’m just not going to throw it
away on the outside chance that 1 may stick to
one of those resolutions.
Nope. This time, I am eagerly awaiting the
new year. I am going to watch my friends
make resolutions and not stick to them. I will
laugh when they say how improved they will
be for 1989. I’ll say "I told you so," when
they fail like 1 used to.
And when they asked me what I resolved
for the new year I’ll tell them nothing, and 1
plan on keeping it that way.
!fear’s to 1989! May I enter it with not a
bang hut a whimper.
Mike Lewis was the Forum Editor. Ile
would like to thank those who read his
column this year for all of the feedback,
both positive and negative. Ile would also
like to take this time to mention the name of
two of his good friends Patty Janich and
Daren Stone who began every conversation
with hint this semester with "When are you
going to mention me in a column?" Here
you are. I said I would.
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Talking Heads
What is your remedy for a cold?
Robert Hamblen, Equipment
Technician, Clark Library:
"Liquor, and plenty of it. Especially cheap liquor. Do those 12 ounce curls. Ice just gets in the
way. Take it straight."

Gary Busey still critical, but improving
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- Actor
Gary Busey, who has campaigned
against mandatory helmet laws for
motorcyclists, was improving but
still in critical condition Monday
with head injuries suffered when he
was thrown from his cycle.
Flusey, 44, who was nominated
for an Academy Award for his starring role in "The Buddy Holly
Story," was recovering from brain

at Cedars -Sinai Medical
following the crash Sunday.
said hospital spokesman Ron Wise.
’’He stabilized throughout the
night; his condition is improved but
still critical,’ Wise said. "He’s able
to respond to simple commands."
Close relatives were at that actor’s
bedside, and well-wishers were calling from across the country. Wise
said. Surgeon’s removed two blood

surgery

Center

clots from the actor’s brain, the
spokesman said, adding that his
skull wasn’t fractured.
Ruse) was riding alone when he
lost control of his hike arid crashed
in a Culver City intersection about
10 miles west ()I downtown Los Angeles, said Culver City police Sgt
Karin Reagan. He had just left Bartel’s Harley -Davidson shop, she
said.

"our initial investigation showed
that he lost control of the bike, laid it
down and was thrown off," said Ms.
Reagan said "He hit the curb with
his head and wasn’t wearing a helmet at the time ot the crash.’’
Wise said he had been told by the
Ruse)’’. agent that he had lust picked
up the hike after repairs.
There were no obstructions in the
roadway .

SpartaG uide
SpartuGuide is a daily calendar
for SJSU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may he submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Bente! Hall Room 208, hut
will not he accepted over the phone.
Deadline for the next day’s publication is noon.
TODAY

Jennifer Yates, Junior, Psychology and Political Science:
"Drink lots of liquids, day in and
day out. I’m not one to talk,
though, because I’ve had a cold
for two months. I haven’t really
been drinking a lot of liquids,
though. I’ve been more concerned with keeping Austen, my
son, well."

Kelliher,
Senior,
Patrick
Human Performance: "Orange
juice. And salt water for a sore
throat. It doesn’t taste good but it
works. Vicks Vap-O-Rub on the
chest is what my mom used to do
for me. I don’t know if they still
have that."

110

Campus Ministry Center: Bible
study, noon. S.U. Montalvo Room.
For information call 298-0204.
Washington
Square
Federal
Credit Union: Annual meeting of
shareholders, 6:30 p.m., A.S. Students Council Chambers. For information call 947-7273.
Campus Crusade For Christ:
Tuesday night live, 7:15 p.m., Spartan Memorial Chapel. For information call 294-4249.
American
Asian
Christian
Fellowship: Meeting, 7 p.m., S.U.
Coastanoun Room.
Advertising Club: Alumni revisit, 7
p.m., S.C. Loma Prieta Room. For
information call 924-3270.
Asian American Spring Featival:
Meeting, 7 p.m., S.C. Pacheco
Room. For information call 2868157 .
Christian Students Fellowship:
Bible study/fellowship meeting.
noon, S.U. Guadalupe Room. For
information call 268-1411.
Campus Christian Center: Daily

Mass during the Advent, 5 p.m.,
3(X) South 10th St. For information
call 298-0204.
WI DNI ’,DAY
American Association of Airport
Executives:
Speaker,
Marshall
MacKinen on Reid-Hillview relocation study, 7:30 p.m., S.U. Umunhum Room. For information call
867-2114.
Career Planning and Placement:
Co-op orientation, 12:30 p.m., S.C.
Almaden Room. For information
call 924-6033.
Germania Club: Meeting, 6:30
p.m., 499 Fifth St. (Corner of Fifth
and William). For information call
279-3258.

WINCHESTER SAMPLER SET

Winchester Beers are made right here on the premises from the finest
hops and malts available to ensure the freshness and fine taste.

"Pale Ale"

THURSDAY
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.: Social, 8 p.m., S.C. Music Listneing
Room. For information call 297845.
Physics
Department:
Speaker
Lewis Smith, 1:30 p.m., Science
Building Room 251. For information
call 924-5261.

"Red Amber"

(

Mark Abel, Sophomore, Industrial and Systems Engineering: "Just go out and have
fun. Do whatever. Have a drink.
Don’t worry about it, because
there’s nothing you can do about
it. It will go away."

"Special

Porter"

* 10% Off with this ad
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820 S. Winchester Blvd., Si.
between Moorepark &Williams
(408) 243-7561
Open Daily 11 am - 12 midnight
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OPEN

Salesperson
of the week

HOURS
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REGISTRATION
FOR 100W EXAM
Skills Test)

Pay $25.00 FEE at the
Cashiers Office in WLS.
Bring the receipt to the
Testing Center, ADM 218
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Spartan
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Asian Business I.eague: Pir/d
night, 7 p.m., Round Table Piria at
White road and Aborn.

.Vomen’s Basketball: Versus (’al
Berkeley, 7:30 p.in . !Spartan Gym

Mike Johnson

Los Gatos
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the copy center
481 E. SAN CAPLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAYS
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TEST DATE:
Jan. 7, 1989
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TEMPORARY

WORK

Kevin Couch, Sophomore,
Political Science: "1 think the
best remedy would probably be to
talk about politics all the time.
Satisfy your sexual desires. Basically just loosen up and have a
good t i me .

Earn some extra Christmas Money
during your Christmas break.
10 caterers positions available now in
Santa Clara at the Santa Clara
Convention Center.
Must be well groomed, and dependable
$6.00/hour. Work three consecutive
weekends - Friday & Saturday.
If you would like to submit a question for Talking Heads, drop the
entry in Me Spthlan Daily "Letters to the Editor.’ box in the Student
Union or Dwight Hemel Hall. Include Milne and phone number.

Celebrate
the Festival of

with Festive Hanukkah cards
LigaDht,
La ... by American Greetings.

TAC TEMPS
( never a fee)
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Flashback: 20 Years Ago Today. . . A Special Report by Seniors in Journalism

SJSU hot spot for student activism in 1968
Dunng the 1950s the general
inood among college students was
complacency. In the 1960. the mood
changed.
This 1960s generation had grown
up in prosperous times and had been
trained by teacher.. who were mostly
Ness Deal liberals." It found many
things wrong with society Student
dissatisfaction increased and often
led to protest, riots and other troubles
lost historians say the situation
in the late 1960. v.as exacerbated by
the war in Vietnam. Many students
considered the war immoral.
"San Jose State played an important role in the ’60s in terms of student :icily ism,’’ said Afro-American
Studies Chair Steven Millner, a student at SJSU during this time.
Sociology Professor Bob Gliner,
who has been teaching at SJSU since
1968, said the university was "the
center of the West Coast for schools
active during this era."
Gliner cited the May 1970 incident at Kent State University ---V, here tour students were killed by
thio National Guardsmen called in
as an
to control demonstrators

example of SJSU’s influence.
"San Jose State became a focus
on the West Coast. After that incident, a strike was held for the last
month of the school year. Professors
held classes ott campus," Gliner
said.
Milkier said there is a "misnomer
that all students from the ’60s were
wild-eyed activists.
"Those most likely to be activists
were students of color and students
whose parents were involved in the
old -left mo% ement.
Demonstrations were held frequently with huge crowds.
"Seventh Street was where most
of them were held." Gliner said.
"Well-known speakers drew about
5,000 students.
1968 contemporaries said today’s
students are different than their peers
of the ’60s because of the Vietnam
War.
"The war is clearly the issue that
sets apart the two generations," said
Jose Cerrudo, associate professor of
foreign languages and a 1967 graduate of SJSU.
"Today’s student doesn’t have the
burden of worrying about the draft

there were liberal -minded professors
that welcomed newcomers from diverse backgrounds."
"There were forces pushing
throughout the university to make it
to the needs of minoriBob GlIner, available
ties," Cerrudo said.
Sociology professor
Cerrudo said students of the 1980s
are "less involved in the overall college scene. They are much more fowas breathing or oozing."
cused on what they are trying to acAnother difference between stu- complish here for their future
dents of the late ’60s and the late career."
’80s is the role of minorities on cam"Today’s student is more interpus.
ested in trying to survive American
Today 40.5 percent of the campus society instead of trying to solve the
is comprised of minority races, but problems in their society," Gliner
in the late ’60s, minorities were just said.
According to Millner, students of
that, a minority who felt their needs
were ignored.
the ’60s were "somewhat more se"There were some who wanted to rious" in their studies.
"If they failed to get passing
maintain San Jose State as a lilywhite school," Millner said. "But grades, they got a ticket to Vietnam,

’Young people went to school to give
something back to society.’

and being sent 12,000 miles to a
guerrilla war. I don’t wish that on
any generation. It tore my generation
apart," Millner said.
Some young men thought of ereatice ways to avoid the draft, Millner
said.
"I saw guys pretending to be gay.
Some pretending to be insane. They
were drinking alcohol, dropping
acid, anything that would help them
fail the physical," Millner said.
"There were draft counseling centers all over that gave techniques on
avoiding the draft.
"There was tremendous pressure
on male students to stay in school. If
he failed to complete 12.5 units per
semester, a student would be drafted
in two months. We joked that the
draft board would take anything that

so they were falsely serious,
Millner said. "Others had their conscience provoked by the issues of the
day."
Millner said he feels this is one of
the reasons the School of Social and
Behavioral Sciences had the highest
number of students in 1968
"There were far fewer business
students then. Humanities and Social
Sciences were thriving," Millner
said. "Now they are treated like
stepchildren by students when declaring majors.’’
Gliner agrees.
"The sociology program was
booming. Young people went to
school to give something back to society," Gliner said. "Now they go
to school so they can be in an occupation that makes money
not one
that solves a problem in society."
By Nelson Cardadeiro

City:despite new construction, light rail
downtown ’doesn’t have character’
In I. one Cho c-. slew, downtown
Nan Jose is not all that different from
what it v, as 20 years ago.
Despite the new buildings. the
new restaurants and even the light
rail sy stein, the president of the San
Jose Small Business Association
sees the area as lacking the essentials
to he a true downtown. It doesn’t
hay e streams of people walking
about and it doesn’t have character.
"It’s cleaner, there are more big
buildings. more restaurants, but
that’s it.’’ said Glave, who has been
a doss iitoyvn jeweler for 40 years.
"There’s still a lot more to go. A
ity ’s ci to have a heart, we don’t
hoe a heart."
And while questions remain over
%%hether the multimillion dollar reno% anon will be successful, there is
little doubt that there is more optimism in the area today than in 1968.
Twenty years ago, downtown and
the neighborhood around SJSU was
in the midst of a decline that is only
now being ended by renovation.
Those who witnessed the decline
blame it in large part on the actions
of both local and state government.
During the 1950% and early 1960s.
the downtown was a busy shopping
area with such retailers as J.C. Penney and Roos Atkins.
In the comniunit!, around downtown and SJSU, there were families,
students and a sense of vitality, said
Jack Douglas. an SJSU librarian
since 1959.
However in the 1960s. the area
began to disintegrate. With expansion taking place outside the downtown area. customers began going
elsewhere and businesses fell on
hard times By 1968, most of the big
shops and restaurants had left downtown or gone out of business
’’(Those running the city allowed
business to do whatey cr.’. said Mike
Otten . chairman of S.I.S1-s socim
lop department. "They allowed the
city to do whatever. There were no
standards. San Carlos Street out to
Valley Fair (shopping center) exemplifies the do -what -you -want attitude - business and profit took
over. They were small-minded peo-

ple. They had no vision and no
taste."
But Ron James, who was mayor
of the city between 1966 and 1971
disagreed.
"We didn’t have a back, a front or
anything else, all we had was a lot of
open space," said James, who is
now president and chief executive
officer of the San Jose Chamber of
Commerce.
Jim Zuur, a student at SJSU in the
late ’60s and early ’70s and now a
partner in the downtown Camera
One and 3 movie cinemas, remem-

’A city’s got to have
a heart, we don’t
have a heart.’
Ernie Glave,
San Jose
Small BusinessAssociation
hers the area as not being very attractive to students. He remembers vacant, litter-filled lots and a seedy
atmosphere.
The biggest change, however.
was the influx of mental patients into
the area.
Then-Californa Gov. Ronald Reagan had closed a number of state
mental hospitals and released the patients into board and care facilities.
SJSU Professor Terry Christensen, who arrived at SJSU in
1970, remembers the board and care
homes all too well.
"It was a disaster; they weren’t
well -cared for. They were wandering the street. They were very
strange," he said.
In addition, prisoners released
under a Reagan work furlough program, began to also live in the area.
"It looked like the Bronx. No one
wanted to live in the area," Douglas
said.
Things finally took a turn for the
better in the mid -1970s.

"The area past 10th and 11th
street has become gentrified," said
Often, who lives in the campus
neighborhood. "It’s become heterogenous. There’s been a change in
class makeup. The older, working
class people are gone. There are
more educated people with higher
income."
Real Estate prices, as Otten can
attest to, have shot up considerably.
Having bought his house in 1973 for
$28,000 he could sell it today for at
least 10 times that amount.

dalls

Merchants and city officials agree
that if the area is to be successful, it
will need to attract the 30,000 people
who work at and attend SJSU.
Glave, who has been a critic of the
redevelopment effort, doesn’t think
it will happen.
"It’s a commuter university," he
said. "Students park their cars, get
out, go to school and split. It’s been
going on for years. ’ ’
James, however, believes the university will play a role in redevelopment.
"Retail has to attract the students
and the purchasing power they represent." he said.
Douglas, also a local historian,
said that University President Gail
Fullerton has made more of an effort
to be a part of the community than
the two most recent presidents, John
Bunn! and Robert Clark.
"The university and the city have
not been very cooperative. There’s
no animosity; they’ve just ignored
each other," he said. "At least (Fullerton’s) trying to get more involved.
I still don’t see many people from
campus at city council or planning
(commission) meetings. They only
come when their goose is being
cooked."
Otten said that the city and the
merchants have to make redevelopment work or it could revert back
to its 1968 days.
"Downtown is either going to
take off or it’s going to be one of the
great disasters. It’s hard to know
what."
By David Burry
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Faculty members recall nation during era of turmoil, change
In 1968. the United States was at war, not only in the
steamy jungles of Southeast Asia. A sometimes costlier
battle was raging on college campuses across the country.
The draft, Vietnam, racism and social inequities provided the impetus for those who fought through protests
and civil disobedience instead of with guns. Yet, despite
the nony iolent preachings of the Rev. Martin Luther
King, one of the era’s most revered individuals, violence
often resulted.

’Political activism is an
aphrodisiac.’
Mike

Often,

Sociology department chair
Tod,’,, college campuses are relatively quiet. A student is [mire likely to hear the sounds of suburbia instead
of the chanting and marching crowds of the ’60s. There
is no conscription but lingering racism and discrimination are still protested.
Yet wiener manifested itself across the country during 1968 in the form of assasinations and protests.
First, King. then Robert F. Kennedy, a front-runner
for the Ikmix:ratic presidential nomination, fell prey to
assasins’ bullets.
Mike ()tlen began his teaching career at SJSU in
1968 Now the chairman of the sociology department, he
eharacteri/cd that year as bittersweet.
"It was hug year for me and for the country, ’ Otten
said "I got my Ph F), I got married and I got a lob. (But
with the assasinationsh I personally think it was a major

turning point in 20th century American history."
Otten said the deaths of King and Kennedy were significant because the country began to vote Republicans
into the Oval Office.
"It was a reaction against change that has been with
us and stays with us," he said.
Protesting students squared off against armed police
officers throughout the year. and would continue to do so
for several years. Peter Buzanski, a history professor at
SJSU since 1960, remembers what it was like on campus
when students protested against the on -campus recruitment of workers by the Dow Chemical Co. in 1968.
"The protests reached a preposterous extent," he
said. "They brought in the cops and disrupted instructors’ abilities to teach .’ ’
Otten also remembers the turmoil. "Some classes
were totally filled with conflict," he said. "There were
demonstrators and the cops were literally trying to arrest
them in class."
Like it did with the Vietnam war, network television
brought the protests into America’s living rooms. As evidenced by the Kent State tragedy in 1970, the violence
would get worse. But in 1968, bullets remained in the
barrels of police and National Guardsmen’s guns.
Students and police were clashing on a frequent basis
in middle -to-late 1968, and television captured the ugliness of their August confrontation at the Democratic National Convention in Chicago.
"It was a most disappointing year because the convention was a filthy mess," Bunnski said. "(It was
ironic) to contrast the brutality of the police with the non.
chalant attitude of those inside. Those were very unsetteled times."
Otten, who said he went on strike with 27 other
members of the American Federation of Teachers two
months after being hired at SJSU in fall 1968, said he

in the form of leadership since the early ’60s.
"The change in attitude is very understandable when
you consider what we’ve had in the way of presidents,"
he said. "We’ve had felons for a president and vice president (Richard Nixon and Spiro Agnew); we’ve had nothingness like Ford and Carter, then we’ve had cardboardness like Reagan."
The world has changed drastically during the last 20
years. The country has not overtly been in a war since we
pulled out of Vietnam in 1973, we’ve put men on the
moon and technological innovations have revolutionized
the communications industry, changing forever our way
of life.
But come January, a conservative Republican,
George Bush, will once again occupy the White House,
as they have for 16 of the last 20 years. Bush won the
November election partly because of a sound economy
and the claim that the Reagan administration has created
hundreds of thousands of "good" jobs.
nen, for one, believes the figures he cited during
the campaign were spurious.
"Despite what Bush claimed, the idea of ’Morning
in America’ is (an illusion)," he said. "It’s morning if
you’re rich and got a tax cut.
"The figures don’t lie: the rich are getting richer.
Peter Buzanskl, The poor are getting poorer and the middle class is
History professor shrinking. Things have gotten worse since 1968. We’ve
sort of given up."
But the sociologist said he remains optimistic that fu"There’s certainly been a change in students," Otten ture generations will build upon the accomplishments of
said. "They are less concerned with the public and more the ’60s generation.
concerned with their private lives. They feel ’I have to
"I still think we’re capable of building a better solook out for myself.’ They feel despair, cynicism and ciety, one that’s more just, where you live life in peace that nothing can be done."
and security," he said.
Otten thinks one of the primary reasons for this attiBy Jeff Goularte
tude change has been what the country has experienced

supported the protestors.
"Political activism is an aphrodisiac," he said. "It
was a wonderful form of recreation. It was so much more
fun than a football game, than video games or drunken
fraternity parties."
But as Bob Dylan sang, " . .these times they are a
changing." Over the last 20 years, everyone has
"establishment," those who were prochanged the
testors and their children, who are now college -aged.
Through the Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and 1965, and
later with Affirmative Action, minorities, women, handicapped individuals and the aged, were federally protected against racism and discrimination. Many of those
who endeavored to change the "establishment" have
since joined it, according to several recent studies.
The children of the ’60s generation, many of whom
are now enrolled in college, have little time or motivation to engage in activism -- the pursuit of the allmighty
degree is paramount.

’The protests reached a
preposterous extent.’
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SJSU ousted in first round by SDSU
Ii
Darren
Sabedra

Playoff elimination proves painful for Spartans

Greg Walton

Doug Duran Daily stall photographer
An Outstretched I,aura Boone digs the hall

during SJSU’s loss.

Mary

Ann Wagner

consoles Boone after

Daily stall photographer

Tears poured down the faces of
the SJSU volleyball players Saturday night in the Spartan gymnasium.
The ladies had given it every
ounce of energy they had, but
their effort wasn’t good enough to
overcome the powerful San
Diego State spiking attack,
SJSU players were hugging
each other on the court after the
hitter loss. It was the end of the
road for the Spartans. The ladies
kit
come -from-behind effort
short in a 3-1 NCA A first -round
playoff loss to San Diego.
The Spartans had strecthed
their talents hi the limit. But
Jackie Mendez, an outside hitter
for SDSU, was too much to overcome.
Everytime the Spartans began
to fight back. Mendez would
pound another kill down the their
throats.
SJSU fell behind 2-0 against
the Aztecs and faced a match
point in the third game. But with
a near capacity crowd cheering
the ladies on, SJSU fought off the
match point and won the third
game. 16-14.
"I thought we could do it."
said Kari Roberson, a senior. "I
know we were evenly matched."
Laura Boone, SJSU’s outside
hitting sophomore, tried desperately to bring the Spartans back
from the dead.
On almost every SJSU scoring
attempt. Boone was at the net for
the slam. And when the sophomore wasn’t pounding away at
the ball, she was using her voice
to fire up her teammates.
"Laura’s very motivational,
very inspirational," Roberson
said. "She puts enthusiasm into
the game."
But even Boone’s on -the -court
pep talks weren’t enough to help
SJSU overcome the deficit.
"(SDSU) was playing as a
much more veteran team," said
Dick Montgomery, SJSU head

coach
The thrill of victory for the
1988 SJSU volleyball squad took
place early and often this year. In
fact, too early.
The Spartans captured 11 consecutive wins to start the season
and expectations for the team
grew astronomically.
Even after the team lost its first
game a 3-0 loss to
second ranked Stanford the
Spartans
rebounded with four straight
wins.
Everything was going well for
SJSU. The team was ranked
eighth in the country and had a
mark of 15-1.
But as it turned out, that was
the peak of the mountain for the
Spartans. That was all the icing
they were going to have on their
cake.
SJSU dropped 12 of its next 18
games and finished the regular
season with a 21-13 record.
Still, the Spartans had a chance
to turn their frustration around in
the postseason.
"We thought we were going
back up," Roberson said.
The ladies were given a tremendous break when they were
allowed to host the higher-ranked
Aztecs. SDSU personnel forgot
to submit a required application
to host the game. Therefore, the
Aztecs were forced to play SJSU
in San Jose.
The future for the SJSU volleyball sqaud looks bright despite
Saturday’s season -ending loss.
The Spartans lose two quality
players (Kim Hicks and Roberson), but they have 10 players
coming back.
"There are a lot of young players," Roberson said. "They have
a lot of experience under their
belts."
SJSU may have finished its
season on a down note, but look
for the ladies to come back strong.

the match

Spartans fall hard in four games
By Stan Car!berg
Daily staff writer
Lift the safety bars. The ride is
over.
The SJSU womens volleyball
team ended its season -long rollercoaster ride
ith a loss to San
Diego State Unl% ci sit in the opening round of the NCAA Northwest
Regional playoffs Saturday night in
the Spartan Gymnasium.
SDSU’s Jackie Mendez led the
Aztecs as they defeated the Spartans
15-7, 15-13, 14-16, 15-8 and eliminated them trom postseason play.
’ISDSI 1 is a better team than we
’ouch Dick Montgomare,’ ’ SJS1
ery said. "We played well, but they
played better. The better team
won."
SDSU Coach Rudy Suwara said
the victory wasn’t easy.
"It was probably the hardest
match of any in the first round.’ he
said. "I didn’t feel the match uas
over until the last point was scored...
The Aztecs jumped out to an early
lead in the lost game. After scoring
six straight points, they went on to
heat the Spartans. 15-7.
"We Caine OW knowing we were
going to win this match," Mendez
said. "We put it in our minds from
the start. We went out there to play
our game. And we did."
The Spartans bounced back in the
second game, 1.11,111,L! a 7-2 lead.
"They (SJS I I were serving
hard,’’ Suwara sod

But their lead didn’t hold as the
Aztecs came back to win. 15-13.
"I’m proud of the way our team
came hack." Suwara added.
Montgomery believes that game
might have been the turning point of
the match.
"We lost concentration in key
points in the game," Montgomery
said. "And that hurt us."
The Spartans pulled out a victory
in the third game. But only after a
fight.
Leading
10-4. the Spartans
watched their lead vanish. But
thanks to the help of a strong defense. they held on to win I 6- 14.
’’(SDSU) let down a little at that
point,’’ Montgomery said.
But the Aztecs were too strong for
the Spartans 01-141 in the fourth
game as they walked away with a
15-8 victory.
SDSU Coach Rudy Suwara was
pleased with his team’s performance.
"Our offense worked just like the
men’s national team that won the
gold medal, he said.
Mendez, the 5 -foot -I0 senior who
received All -Big West honors this
season, had confidence coining into
the match. She led the Aztecs in kills.

OM and digs ;W.
"I knev
were going to pLo
hard," she said. "When we’re play
ing together, we can’t be beat."
The match marked the end ot to
collegiate volleyball careers, dui,.
of Kim Hicks and Kari Roberson it
SJSU.
Hicks led the squad with 24 digs
and had 10 kills. while Roberson had
12 kills and a .393 hitting percent
age.
Hicks said she went into the match
just like any other.
’I didn’t try to concern’ ate on it.’
she said. "I went in to do %%hat I had
to do. But it wasn’t good enough...
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Women’s gymnastics team improved, eyes Regionals
By haterina Jonholt
Dady stall wnter
The women’s gymnastics team
has taken "a big jump in talent"
from last year and is already eyeing
the N(’AA Regionals, said Coach
Jackie Walker
Two new freshmen are expected
to score team points in all four
events and the returning gymnasts
hese improved significantly. she
said
Last season, the squad set a
school -record with a team score of
179.7 and came close to qualifying
for the regionals. The top seven
teams in the league go on to the regionals.
Walker doesn’t know where the
Spartans placed in the league because only the first seven teams are
listed, but said that point -wise, the
team was "right up there."
This season. Walker thinks her
team is ready to break into the conference’s top seven teams.
"It will take about an average of
180 to be in the top-seven," she
said.
Seeing that the tournament was
within reach has inspired some team
members to work harder, Walker
said.
Nikki
sophomore
Returning
Hawkins is "so much more motivated this year it’s unbelievable,"
the coach said.
Hawkins. who is strong on the
floor with a special gift for twisting.
has mastered her double -back flip.
"She’s been working on it all the
time, whereas before she used to be
scared." Walker said.
Sophomore Kriss Miller, the
team’s high -scorer, will also be returning. Last season, she was the
only Spartan to qualify for the individual competition in the NCAA regionals. However, a stress fractured
ankle forced her to withdraw after
completing in only two events.
Miller also spent part of last season recovering from knee surgery
and had problems with her shoulder.
"I’m doing a lot better now."
Miller said "I have no real injuries

and the team looks really strong. If
we work hard I’m sure we’ll make it
to the regionals.’’
Taking time off from training
hasn’t set Miller back much, Walker
said.
"In fact, it helps her She’s so
strong she tears apart her own
body."
For this reason, Walker and the
assistant coaches try to make sure
that Miller doesn’t overtrain.
"We try to keep her healthy.
That’s our main goal with Kriss,"
Walker said.
Miller owns the school -record in
all-around with 37.2 points.
The freshmen, Brenda "Bigi"
Mullican from Marietta. Ga., and
Cheryl Sanwo from Modesto, look
promising, the coach said.
"Bigi is really strong in vaulting
and floor and Cheryl is good on
beam and bar, so they complement
each other well," Walker said.
In 1986. Milliken placed first allaround in the Georgia State Championships.
It wasn’t gymnastics alone that attracted Mullican to SJSU.
"I’ve always liked California,"
the 5 -foot -4 Georgian said. "I want
to stay here."
Karen Fenton, a transfer from the
now -defunct program at Chico State,
is a beam and floor specialist who is
recovering from knee surgery.
SJSU’s program "is a lot more
structured," Fenton said. "It’s
harder, stricter. I’m doing better
than I would have if I hadn’t come
here."
Two other newcomers, Anne Kellejian and Barbie Barrow, are walkons from SJSU with no experience in
collegiate gymnastics.
It’s too early to tell whether the
walk-ons will compete for the Spartans this season. Kellejian may be
ready for bars or vault.
"Anne is really strong and learns
fast." Walker said.
The team was able to admit the
two walk-ons because Walker has
two assistant coaches this semester.
For the past four years, the team has,

only had one assistant coach.
The two coaches are both new to
the program. Wayne Wright was the
program director of the Kokokahi
Gymnastics Club in Hawaii and
Robert Shawler is an SJSU advertising major who competed with the
men’s gymnastics team for four
years.
Team members have been working on skills during the fall semester
and two weeks ago, they began putting together their routines. Wednesday, they will test their programs for
the first time in an intrasquad meet.
"The routines are rough. We’re
not trying to peak too early,"
Walker said.
The first official meet is not until
Jan. 20 at Sacramento State.
The new floor programs will be
exciting to watch. Walker said. The
gymnasts pick their music themselves, although the coach must approve the choices.
"One of our strong points is that
we have music that fits their personalities," Walker said.
Walker is also optimistic about the
vault. The two strongest vaulters of
last year, Miller and sophomore
Marcee McClelland, are returning
and Mullican is an added asset.
Miller has been working on a full twist Tsukahara, a vault which no
one on the team has perfected before. But the new move isn’t quite in
the bag yet.
"One time she’ll land perfect on
her feet and the next she’ll land flat
on her face. I don’t know if she’ll
have it for the first few meets,"
Walker said.
Unlike the men’s gymnastics
team, the women Spartans only
make limited use of video cameras in
their training. Walker prefers telling
the gymnasts what they did wrong
and immediately have them try the
move again.
Watching videos "takes too much
time away from practice," she said.
The team videotapes all meets because during competition, the coach
can’t step in and tell the gymnasts
about their mistakes.

NBC outduels CBS for 1992 Olympics
NEW
YORK
( AP) NBC
stunned CBS with a record bid of
$401 million to win the U.S. television rights for the 1992 Summer
Olympics at Barcelona, Spain.
NBC, which televised the Summer Olympics at Seoul, had been
considered a longshot to get the Barcelona rights. CRS was favored because it already owns the TV rights
to the 1992 Winter Games at Albertville, France.
CBS didn’t announce its bid, but a
network source told The Associated
Press that it offered approximately
S360 million in the second round of
the two-round auction. ABC’s bid
was almost as high as that of CBS.
another network source said. ABC
was the high bidder on the first
round, according to an NBC official.
TRACK AND FIELD
PHOENIX (API
Olympic
champions Florence Griffith Joyner,
Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Carl Lewis
and Roger Kingdom received major
awards at The Athletics Congress
convention.
Griffith Joyner, winner of gold
medals in the 100- and 200-meter
dashes and the 400 -meter relay, and
a silver in the 1.6(8)-meter relay in
the Olympic Games at Seoul, South
Korea, received the C.C. Jackson
Award as the outstanding woman
track athlete of the year.
AUTO RACING
NEW YORK (API -- Bill Elliott,
the NASCAR Winston Cup champion for the first time in 1988, has
been voted the stock car series’ Most
Popular Driver for the fifth straight
year.
In season -long balloting by the
public. Elliott drew 37,231 votes,
while three -time Winston Cup champion Darrell Waltrip was a distant
second with 18.848 and Dale Earnhardt, another three -time champion,
was third with 12,683.
PRO FOOTBALL
NEW YORK (AP)
Quarterback Randall Cunningham of the
Philadelphia Eagles and wide receiver Drew Hill of the Houston Oilers were named the NFL’s offensive
players of the month for November.
Defensive honors went to cornerback Scott Case of the Atlanta
Falcons in the NEC and nose tackle
Tim Kumrie of the Cincinnati Bengal% in the AFC
HOCKEY
Center
MONTREAL (API
Steve Yzerman of the Detroit Red
Wings, who scored 17 goals and
added 13 assists for 30 points in 13
games, was named as the NHL
Player of the Month for November.
Yterman, who scored at least one
point in each of Detroit’s 13 games
dunng the month, edged two centers
with the Los Angeles Kings
Wayne Grettky and Bernie Nicholls
and Calgary Flames goalie Mike
Vernon for the award.
GOLF
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP)
Ben Crenshaw shot a 7 -under -par
65 on the Royal Melbourne course

I

today to grab a 2 -shot lead after the
second round of the $1.25 million
Australian Bicentennial Classic golf
tournament.
The former U.S Masters cham-

pion putted superbly in an almost
faultless round to reach the halfway
stage at I I -under-par 133, two shots
ahead of fellow American Fred Couples and Australian Rodger Davis.

CHRIST
\IPF
CRAFTS

MUSIC

FOOD

Christmas Coffee House
Entertainment Schedule
Lower Level Student Union
9 am to 4 pm
Tuesday, December 6
10 am
11 am
Noon
1 pm
2:30 pm

Ken & Jeff (Piano, Saxophone)
Redevelopment Blues Trio
Ken Andrade (Classical Guitar)
Marvin Slater (Classical Guitar)
Choral iers

Dave Erickson Daily staff photi

Kriss Miller, the top returnee, hopes to propel the women’s

team into the NCA A Regi

to help you fill your
Christmas Stockings
SELL YOUR BOOKS AT
, )()1\ STOREK
\

SI’ MIN

14 LI 1 IV t It 11 1 14

GRADUATE STUDIES NIGHT
at
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
San Jose State’s new $40 million
engineering building will be the site for
Graduate Studies Night on Wednesday,
December 7, at 7 p.m. This outstanding
new facility now allows expanded
graduate activity in both theoretical and
experimental aspects of high technology
areas. A brief presentation on the eight
graduate engineering programs will be
followed by refreshments and tours of the
laboratories.
Faculty members will be available to
answer questions and provide
information on enrollment.

BOOKSTORE 8c
ART SUPPLY
south tenth street
san jose, ca. 95112

330

The School of Engineering Is located at
7th nd San Fernando In San Jose
For more information, call

9 24 - 3800

across from Allen Hall
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Packmen

Rugby team claims third
at Stanford tournament

enItte
eel

It I.aura M. I.ukas
team’s performance, but was disapDaily staff writer
pointed in the loss.
The Spartan rugby club kicked its
"We usually win in the finals,"
season off on the right foot at the he said. "We do pretty well."
Stanford Tournament Saturday. takSJSU’s second team did not fare
ing third place in the collegiate divi- as well, but played some exciting
sion.
rugby.
The Spartans’ first team shut out
They rallied with a tough Stanford
Visalia (13-0) and Stanford (21-0) team in the first game, finally pullbefore losing to McGeorge School of ing a win, 4-0, after two periods of
Law (Sacramento) in the first round sudden -death overtime.
of semi-finals.
The Spartans lost their second
"We dominated in the Visalia game, 12-4, to the San Jose Seagame," first -team captain Rich hawks, a local club team of older,
Roman said. "And Stanford wasn’t more experienced players. The Sea even in thesame."
hawks went on to win the division.
The Visalia game started off
"They could have dropped their
slowly, with the Spartans leading by heads (after the loss), but they
only three points at halftime. But didn’t," second team captain AnSJSU bolted ahead in the second drew Lamont said.
half, capitalizing on Visalia penalThe team revived and beat another
ties, scoring to points with two pen- local club team, the Missions. in the
alty kicks and airy.
last minutes, 4-0.
In rugby, a try is worth four points
Lamont was pleased with the secand a penalty kick three points.
ond team’s performance, since most
"Mike Piazza played exception- of its players are just learning the
ally." Roman said. "He kicked very game.
well and controlled the hack play."
"Some of the young lads were
Roman also praised the perfor- playing for the first time," he said.
mances of Bill Klump. Frank Lux "They really played for each other.
and T.J. Fraas, who each scored a There were few individual standtry during the tournament games.
outs. It was a real team effort.’’
After advancing to the semi-fiHead coach Ron McFleath said the
nals, the Spartans were shut out by tournament was the end of the seaMcGeorge, 20-0.
son for a couple of the players.
The McDucks proved to be ."a
"Old hands are moving on," he
hard-hitting team that capitalized on said.
our mistakes," Roman said. "They
T.J. Fraas. who played hooker for
had fast backs - good speed."
the Spartans last season, will he
Roman was pleased with the graduating this semester but will

Mark Studyvyn - Daily staff photographer
Members of

nigh) team battle in a scrum with StantOrd Saturday. SJSU xs on, 21-0

Winterfest offers cheap ski package
By Stan Carlherg
Daily staff writer
Skiing down a snow -packed.
Heavenly Valley mountain with the
cool breefe rushing through your
hair ma.) seem like an unaffordable
dream.
But for SJSU students it’s tor real.
Ski Masters of Stockton is sponsoring a first time College Winterfest
88 in Dec. 17-20 in Reno.
Hundreds ot students from 14
West Coast campuses. including
SJSU, are expected to turn out for
this event, which costs $119.
"It’s going to be a great link’.
said Ken Payne. Chico State CM% ersky representative for Ski Masters
’It’s going to be more than a ski
trip. It will be a big social event in
which students will be able to meet
students from other campuses. ’
Ski Masters Director Jinni Flores
said the three day event was inevitable.
"We usually organim such events
for high school, college, and adult
skiers." he said. "But it was in the
interest of a lot of colleges that we
hold an event of this caliber."
It’s a great bargain for penny-

pinching ski bums. The cost covers
almost all necessities for the trip,
minus food and gambling expenses.
Accomodations for the trip are at the
world
casino, Halles
hotel and resort in Reno.
The activities will also include
nightly happy hours and a showing
of Greg Stump’s nos ski movie.
’The Bli/iard of Aahlih’s’’.
"It’s one of the most affordable
trips ever uttered." Payne said.
"That should help add to a big turnout for a first time event."
Missy Kapp. an undeclared freshman, thinks the event is a great idea.
"It sounds like a lot of fun," she
said. ’’It’s what sonic people live
tor. And W it h a price like that, I’m
sure it will attract a lot of people."
The toughest problem in organi/ing the ski trip was choosing a date
to have it
’Planning a date was the hardest
thing we had to do.’’ Flores said. "It
was impossible to plan a time which
everybody could attend. So we had
to compromise with the interest of
the majority.’’
Of the 21 West Coast campuses
which originally intended to partici-

pate, only 14 will be there. Schools
from Washington. Colorado will attend.
"That’s the only thing we regret." Flores said ’We were hop
ing to get as many of the schools as
possible. Although only 14 campuses are going, vie’re still expecting a huge turnout...
Ai:Landing to Flores, this year’s
event should kick off what he hopes
will he one of the biggest annual college skiing hashes in America.
"It will be big this year," he said.
"But I’m sure it will get bigger in
years to come...
Since this year’s snowfall already
shows signs ot a promising skiing
season, the event should be a dream
come true for skiers throughout the
West Coast.

LEAF
I/
’JOUR LOV(R
Take that special someone to Leaf’s Its the perfect place
for romance to blossom

LEAF’S THE AMAZING GRAZING SOUP SALAD WINE & PASTA BAR
AT THE PAVILION DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE 2860166 11 A M TO 10 P M
OPENING SOON

Duke remains No. 1 for second week
(AP) - Duke and Michigan remained the top two teams in The Associated Press’ college basketball
poll today, while two members of
the Big East joined the Top Twenty
for the first time this season bringing the number of ranked teams from
the conference to five.
The Blue Devils, 4-0, received the
same number of first -place votes as
last week, 47, and I .266 points from
the nationwide panel of sportswriters
and broadcasters. Michigan, 5-0,
held second with nine first -place
votes and 1.214 points.

RESERVE

Syracuse. 7-0, and Georgetown.
2-0. swapped places from a week
ago as they each received one first place vote and 1,131 and 1.075
points, respectively.
Syracuse, Georgetown and No. 17
Villanova were joined in the Top
Twenty by fellow Big East members
Connecticut, 18th, and Scion Hall,
20th.
The Atlantic Coast Conference
has four of its members in the Top
Twenty -- Duke. No. 8 North Carolina, No. 12 Georgia Tech and No.
19 North Carolina State as does

OFFICER S’

TRAINING

EDUCATION

An entry level position in an
Electrical Engineering research
or design firm

Suinrner Internship Summer 1986
Central Power and Light. Justin,
Oklahoma
Interned in the Power Transmission
Department

NONORS

Deane List

ACTIVITIES

Varsity Soccer
Intramural Softball

REFERENCES

AvailaWe Upon Request

CORPS

CAREER
OBJECTIVE

An entry level position loan Electrical
Engineering rmearch or design firm

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering,
May 1987
Williamstown University Justin Oklahoma

Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering. Mew 1987
Williamstown University. Justin.
Oklahorns

EXPERIENCE

the Big Ten, with Michigan, No. 5
Iowa, No. 7 Illinois and No. 14 Ohio
State.
That means three conferences provide 13 of the 20 ranked teams.
Iowa received the final first-place
vote and 990 points, 29 more than
Oklahoma, 2-1. which changed
places with the Hawkeyes, 4-0.
Illinois, 3-0, remained seventh
with 917 points, while North Carolina. 6-1 and 859 points, jumped
from 10th to eighth after winning the
inaugural Tournament of Champions.

LIEUTENANT JACK TODD MILLS
285 Maple Street
Justin, Oklahoma MOTs

PHILLIP WORSHAM
213 Orchard Street
Justin. Oklahoma 10075
CAREER
OBJECTIVE

work out with the team in the spring.
Lamont, who played with the
Spartans while at SJSU. graduated
last May and came back this semester to help McBeath with coaching.
’Sometimes I play when we’re
short (a player)," Lamont said. "1
do a little hit of coaching when I’m
on the field with them."
Mc Beath said the Stanford Tournament is always a good kick-off for
the rugby season.
The tournament is conveniently
scheduled the first weekend after the
football season to allow football ruggers to phi) And besides hosting
just collegiate level teams. the Stanford Tournament invites women’s.
high school and master’s teams to
compete.
"All (the players) get together
after the game," McReath said.
"There’s socializing at the end of
the day."
This year’s tournament was "one
of the most popular." Lamont said.
The ruggers utilized 10 fields at
Stanford.
The Spartan rugby club begins its
season at home Jan. 28 against Sacramento State University. The club
only has 30 members, barely enough
for the first and second teams.
"We’re still looking for players,"
Lamont said. "We’re just running
30 people. Usually we have at least
40."
The team practices Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 1:30 p.m.

U S Army Signal Corps
Officer Basic Course September 1967
EXPERIENCE

Training and Operations Mbar,
U 5 Army Reserve Officers Training Corps
Williamstown University
Planned, organized and mecuted training for
battalion of to cadets
Cenwnunicainens Platoon Loader,
Headquarters Troop, 1.17 Cavalry.
82nd Airborne Division, Fort Bragg. NC
Responsible for the training discipline and
welfare of a lorty.rnan Maloon

HONORS

Deans List
Distinguished Military Graduate
Commandant’s List. Officer Basic Course

ACTivITIES

Army ROTC bask and advanced camps
U S Army Airborne School
Varsity Wrestling. Intramural Football

REFERENCES

PROFESSOR OF MILITARY SCIENCE
Lieutenant Colonel Karl Dunn
Wiiiiamstown University
College of Liberal Arta
CMA 1 702
Justin Oklahoma

WHICH ONE WOULD YOU
RATHER WRITE?
When you spend four years becoming a
leader, it shows. And that’s what Army ROTC
is all about
Fact is, when you graduate front college
with a Lieutenant’s gold bar, you’ll bring more
than a degree and a better resume to a fob
interview You’ll bring confidence and the
knowledge that you’ve done something that
will make you a desirable candidate in the lob
market. A competitive edge few people your
age have Something you can be proud of
So take a good look at Army ROTC It lust
might help potential employers take a good
look at you

Make someone smile with
an exclusive American
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ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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SJSU freshman markets her own fashions
Ks % It % ogler
Daily staff writer
She calls herself "Miss Marketing
But the title should expand to in lode designing. modeling and ti
name Meredith Brown. an SJSU
hi:simian. has worn all these hats
sin,: starting her own nail -order
fashion company in August
Blown.
wliii has designed
clothes till I Ise seats. say, an opening when 1 spilt shined geming its
line to an older audience She it’
sponded with fashions fin a
somiger cross d that appreciates

loose, comfortable and colorful
clothing
But instead ot waiting for graduation and financial backing. the
18 -year -old 10..en,ed a business Ii
cense in June and tackled the market.
foi someone to
"I.111 not
hand It to Ille. she sass
Since August. Brow n has staged
fashion show s at One Step lkyond
in Santa Clara and Club X in San
Francisco Dis a in Willow Glen
now carries most of the 22 pieces
front her fall kle/mder. Inc. line.
Brow it. w ho is changing her

Larry Strung -- Daily staff photographer
Fashion designer Meredith Brown sits in front of model partner
Sh
(;neeke. Both Brown and Goeeke are Si St students.

major from journalism to business,
says her friends found nothing they
liked in the lall lines. The student
stepped in, and her sales have
grown through word -or -mouth.
"I’ve basically got a lot of input
from my friends." she says about
them wearing her designs. "Thats
how I got started...
With the help of her two partners. Brown says she breaks even
by selling five or six items per
week. She’s introducing 70 more
for her spring catalog. And she carries 13 units.
It’s a good thing she has partners.
We three girls are the backbone or framework of the company ." Shannon Goecke says of
hersell. Brown and Brown’s friend
Georgina Martine/. Except for
photography and sewing, the three
do everything for themselves, including modeling.
Goecke studies jounnalism at
SJSU while Martine/ attends Oh lone College. In (ctober, Brown
asked Goecke to model for Me/inder.
"She nagged me." the I9-yearold sophomore says with a smile.
"She wanted me to be in her fashion show."
Impressed by Goecke’s writing
style in a letter of acceptance,
Brown offered her a partnership.
The student will model in the
spring catalog along with overseeing advertising and public relations.
"I write to the art and fashion
editors of Bay area newspapers and
magazines." she says. "I try to
convince them to give us exposure -- preferably free."
Martine/ modeled for Me/inder’s first catalog. She handles the
company’s mail orders and will run
an office planned for San Francisco, BrOWIl sax s.
"She’s always been there helping me," Brown says. "I want everyone to see Shannon. George and
1 as running the business."
But Brown remains the nucleus.
The 30 hours a week she puts into
Me-Ander In name derived front her
friend Surinder and Brown’s nickname "Mei’) includes designing,
cutting patterns and balancing
books. The South Bay Sewing
Service assembles the clothing.

’I love my work,’’ she says.
"It’s really easy for me: I just incorporate it into my daily life."
Brown says the Metinder line
caters to women 16 to 24. Her
"passion for mini -skirts" includes
the Swanky Skirt with either a
"Church Yard" or "Chicken
Man" pattern. The latter, she says,
came from a bad dream.
Her best-selling Pinafore ($60)
features pleats and box loops. A
basic XY Skirt runs $25. Brown
bases her fashions on what she sees
as the bygone "era" between 1981
and 1984.
I wanted to take what was good
out of that era and put it into a
modern perspective." she says. "It
was the British Invasion (in
music). and I was highly influenced by that. I think a lot of
this stuff never had its heyday."
Three male SJSU students will
model unisex pants for the catalog.
As for the female modeling, Brown
insists that Merinder stay in the
family.
"I think Shannon. George and I
make the best models because we
know what’s going on." she says.
"We’ll hire ( professionals ) when
we get old and gray."
Regardless of models, Bridget
Taylor, co-owner of Diva, says the
fashions are plenty appropriate.
"They’re doing fine," she says.
"Considering her age, you have to
give her credit. She hasn’t been to
art school."
Taylor says she likes Me/indef..%
fashion concept and the quality
fabrics Brown uses.
"I don’t see any reason why she
couldn’t go big time" in retail.
Taylor says. "She’s secure for her
age."
Chiecke has similar praise for her
partner’s drive in starting a corn
pany.
"She’s taken it from an aspiration to reality." she says. "Her
motto is ’Don’t Limit Yourself.’
Brown doesn’t foresee any tiro its. She plans to stay in school,
take Mezinder nationwide and donate two percent of its profits to the
homeless.
"I love reading, and I love %coping out different perspectives," she
says. "l’in -not just in (business)
for profit."

Ex-preacher says
he slept with Bakker
NEW YORK API
A former
television preacher says he told a
grand jury he had sex with Jim Bakker three times and arranged the fateful tryst with church secretary Jessica Hahn at Bakker’s urging,
according to a magazine interview.
John Wesley Fletcher, who appeared on "The PTL Club" television program from the mid -1970s
to 1981, described Bakker as a bisexual who openly lusted after the
show’s young male camera operators.
"I was Jim Bakker’s male prostitute," he said in the interview for
January’s Penthouse magaiine.
Fletcher is the second man to say
publicly that he had sex with Bakker. In September, former PT!. official Jay Babcock said he had told the
grand jury of a sexual encounter with
Bakker.
Fletcher said in the interview released Sunday that he related the
sexual encounters to the federal
grand jury investigating charges that
Bakker. Bakker’s wife. Tammy, and

VII. aide Dasid Taggart illegally
spent contributions to the ministry
on themselves.
The grand jury was expected to reconvene in Charlotte, N.C., Monday. Among other things. witnesses
have said the jury is investigating
whether ministry funds were used to
pay $364,000 in hush money to Ms.
Hahn or to entice aides to grant Bakker homosexual favors.
Bakker, the PIT founder, has
denied in a sworn deposition that he
ever had a homosexual relationship
with anyone, and has denied chargi4s
of financial wrongdoing.
Two attorneys for Bakker, Jimi
Toms and Ryan Hovis, issued this
statement Sunday in response to the
Penthouse report:
’Sadly, some so-called journalists continue to exploit human tragedy by stories such as the one we
now understand to be in Penthouse
about Mr. Fletcher.
"He has lost his ministry and finances and recently has been hospitali/ed.

Atlantis drops off satellite
CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha. (AP)
-- The crew of space shuttle Atlantis
successfully deployed a powerful
radar satellite over the weekend, reportedly the chief goal of the clandestine military mission, knowledgeable sources said Monday.
The $50() million Lacrosse satellite reportedly was designed to
gather extremely sharp all-weather
images of Eastern Bloc military targets and would help American intelligence agencies monitor Soviet
compliance with arms control treaties.
The sources. who requested anonymity, said the satellite was operating well as it followed a course that
carries it over 80 percent of the Soviet Union.
As word about the satellite was reported. Atlantis’ five astronauts
were beginning the fourth day of
their mission and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
and the Air Force were keeping a
tight lid on information about their
activities.
Before today, there had been no

in-flight information leaked to news
agencies as it was on two earlier Defense Department shuttle missions.
The two agencies have promised
to break the silence to provide a 24 hour advance notice on when the
shuttle would land at Edwards Air
Force Base in California.
Sources had said before Friday’s
launch from Cape Canaveral that the
flight would end today or Tuesday
unless the crew needed more time to
deploy the radar satellite or to conduct other military -oriented experiments.
Plans for the next shuttle flight,
set for Feb; 18. received a setback
last week when part of a rocket for
boosting a communications satellite
into orbit from the shuttle was badly
damaged.
A worker bumped into the no/7k
on the rocket’s first stage and
cracked it during during pre -launch
checks Thursday, and the entire first
stage will be replaced. said
spokesman George Diller.

Purchase your Mac now
from Spartan Bookstore
and save up to $799.00!
Macintosh Plus
$1,145 or
$52Jmo.

MacintoshTM SE 40/2 now in stock

at the Spartan Bookstore!

Macintosh.
The perfect gift request this
holiday season!

Featuring.

Two megabytes (MB) of random access memory
Internal 40 megabyte (MB) hard drive

Macintosh customers who
want
to
take
greater
advantage of HyperCard,
MultiFinder’’, and other
memory intensive programs
the
will
from
benefit
extended
functionality
offered by the Macintosh SF

40/2.

$3,229
Product

1989
Regular
Price’

Hold -the -line
Cash Discount
Price

Mac SE/2dr."
Mac SE/20mg."

$2,092.78
$2,483.51

Mac 11/1dr.***
LaserWriter IINT
LaserWriter IINTX

Cash Discount Price

$144/,0
Apple Credit Payments

lonmumnWesinwno0
1

: 1

You
will
Save

Apple Credit
Monthly
Payments

$1,770.00
$2,279.00

$322.78
$204.51

$79.00
$102.00

$3,194.85

$2,395.00

$799.85

$107.00

$3,396.91
$4,793.81

$3,075.00
$4,395.00

$321.91
$398.81

$138.00
$196.00

*Prices will be raised to the 1989 Regular Price once all items in stock and on order with Apple Computer, Inc. have been sold
Keyboard for Macintosh SE sold separately. Keyboard, Video Card. Video Card Expansion Kit and Monitor for Macintosh II
sold separately. Apple Credit minimum monthly payment is $20. No down payment required kit Apple Credit Purchases. Prices are tor SJSU
Warily, stall and full-time students only Cash discount price good for payment in cash, check or Apple Credit Card Payments madeiby Check.
use Checks made payable to Spartan Bookstore. No two party
VISA or MasterCard must be in the name of the qualified SJSU buyer, parent or
checks accepted. A limit or one system unit per customer Maantosh and Hypercard is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
MulliFnder is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc,
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department (4424) 924-1809
BOOKSTORE
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ROTC students test combat skills
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Out on the rugged terrain of Fort you get Out here," said Cadet ComOrd. in a light, driirling mist w ith mand Sgt. Maj. Joe Dermenjian. a
the threat of heavy showers, SJSC juMor.
students learn through experience
The cadets learn from their in
w hat hand-to-hand combat is all structors and each other.
about
At the end of each attack there is
Three times a year, ROTC stu- an evaluation period. The squad
dents spend a weekend putting to leaders tell what was supposed to
use what they’ve only read about in happen, what actually happened,
books.
and the lessons they learned. The
They learn what it’s like to lay seniors and the instructors then exarmpit deep in poison oak for three plain what they saw happen.
hours, waiting to be attacked.
"Some (seniors) have a great
They experience the actual feelof experience," Dermcnjian
ing of firing a weapon at human be- deal
said, "experience that is impresings who are running and dodging,
sive."
rather than shooting at a still target.
The senior cadets are all willing
The weekend exercises are
to teach the less experienced cadets
planned by senior ROTC students
what they have already learned.
for the juniors, generally with little
"They all want to teach." said
interference from their instructors.
Cadet Sgt. Keith McGuire. "They
The juniors are divided into two really care. It’s like having a
groups
the defense and the offense.
Each group has a squad leader
who is responsible for getting the
team to their destination by following a planned route. The squad
leader is chosen randomly and
could be replaced at a moment’s notice, so all the cadets need to be
alert.
Despite the classroom lessons cadets learn before these practical
exercises, mistakes are made.
Sometimes the mistakes could cost
somebody his or her life.
One time the defense set off
down the road missing vital pieces
ammuniof their equipment the
tion.
"I teach them this in the books
and then they come out here and act
like I didn’t do anything," said
Capt. James.Paris. "There’s a lot to
learn .’
"You can read books as much as
you want. hut it’s all different once Cadet Joe Dermenjian relays

brother
The cadets enter ROTC tor %arious reasons. Some do it for the education and others for the challenge.
McGuire said he does it for the
challenge.
"It’s difficult to explain," he
said. "Life is challenging and every
person needs to challenge themselves every day. This is just my
way of doing it and I like it."
"This is more challenging than
the civilian world." Dermenjian
said. "Their (the civilians’) lives
are your responsiblity
McGuire and Dermenjian both
agree that ROTC makes you grow
as a person.
"It gave me more confidence in
myself. McCitiiie said.

plans before assualt

Cadet Keith NIcGuire contacts his command post
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Dermenjian, the squad leader, prepares his team for the three mile trek they will take to attack the opposing team

Text by:
Lisa Hannon
Photos by:
Greg Walton

In the attack position, the squad makes a final assault on the enemy

McGuire and Dermenjian confer on the situation
=L.
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Brown captures fifth term

Court backs sobriety checkpoints;
7-2 vote says rights not violated
WASHINGTON (API
The
Supreme Court Monday refused
to bar police from conducting
roadside sobriety tests by setting
up checkpoints at unannounced
locations
The court, by a 7-2 vote. let
stand a ruling from California that
such tests for drunken driving do
not siolate the rights of motorists.
Justices William .1. Brennan
and Byron R. White +oted to hear
arguments in the case But it
takes the votes of at least four justices to grant such rev iev..
Police in Anaheim arrested a
tuvenile identified as Richard T.
in the early morning hours of
New Year’s Day 1985. He was

charged with driving under the influence of alcohol.
Richard T. was stopped at a
police roadblock set up as part of
a holiday season crackdown on
drunken driving.
Police announced in advance
that the checkpoints would be set
up around the city, but did not advertise their locations.
Police said they smelled alcohol on Richard T. ’s breath when
they stopped him, and they said
he told them he was coming from
a party. He then was taken to a
second checkpoint where he
failed a sobriety test and was arrested.
A state appeals court ordered

Spartan Daily
Reader Survey

the test esidence suppressed. The
appeals court said police may
conduct such tests only. if there is
an emergency, if there is reason
to believe in advance that a motorist is intoxicated or if the tests
are carried out at fixed locations
where motorists know they may
be tested.
The California Supreme Court
last March overturned the appeals
court decision and ruled that the
police acted lawfully.
Lawyers for Richard T. said
the checkpoints in Anaheim were
similar to roving police patrols
that stop motorists for sobriety
tests without reasonable suspicion
of drunken driving.

If you have any additional
comments, please respond.

I. Which section(s) do you read most often?
A) News B) Forum C) Sports D)Entertainment
I!. Which section(s) would you like to see
more often?
A) News B) Forum C) Sports D) Entertainment
III. What day(s) do you read the paper?
A) Mon. B) Tues. C) Wed. D) Thur. E) Fri.
IV. Do you believe the paper covers the
campus adequately?
A) Yes
B) No
V If no, what areas of the campus do you
think the paper neglects?

SACRAMENTO (AP) Assent h1+ man Willie Brown narrowly %son
an unprecedented titth term a.
speaker of the California Assembly
today, defeating a coalition of rebel
Democrats and the Assembly’s Republican minority.
The bitterly divided Assembly
gave Brown, D-San Francisco, 40
votes for speaker while Assemblyman Charles Calderon. D-Los Angeles. one of the so-called "Gang of
Five" Democratic rebels. received
35 votes for speaker - - five from
Democrats and 30 from Republicans.
But three dissident Republicans
voted for Assembly Republican
leader Ross Johnson of Fullerton.
who supported Calderon.

The bitterly divided
Assembly gave
Willie Brown 40
votes for speaker
while Charles
Calderon received
35 votes.
Brown was declared speaker with
40 votes on the basis of a controversial legislative counsel’s opinion
which said that since Democrat Curtis Tucker, one of the 80 Assembly

members elected on Nov. 8, died before the election, only 40 votes,
rather than the customary 41 votes,
constituted a majority in the Assembly.
Legislators in both houses convened shortly after noon and were
officially sworn in, with state Supreme Court Chief Justice Malcom
Lucas administering the oath in the
Senate and Justice Alan Broussard
swearing in lawmakers in the lower
house.
In the 80-member Assembly, 79
lawmakers gathered to take the oath
of office, with the empty seat created
by Tucker’s death still unfilled. In
the upper house, the full contingent
of 40 members was present.

Center for Pasadena quake detected
A pre -dawn
PASADENA (AP)
earthquake that jarred slumbering
was
centered
Californians
Southern
at the junction of two faults, one of
which caused an aftershock to last
year’s Oct. 1 quake, scientists said.
The 5.0-magnitude tremor Saturday was a so-called "strike-slip"
quake in which two plates grind
against each other to move the
ground horizontally, said Kate Hutton, a seismologist at the California
Institute of Technology,
The quake was centered 10 miles
beneath Pasadena City Hall at the intersection of the Raymond Hill Fault
and an unnamed fault discovered
after it caused the 5.3 -magnitude aftershock of the destructive 5.9-mag-

nitude Whittier Narrows quake, she
said.
"Because it is an intersection of
two faults, it’s been difficult to tell
which one caused the earthquake,"
said Ms. Hutton.
The 3:38 a.m. Saturday quake rattied windows, knocked products off
store shelves, and caused at least 32
minor injuries, authorities said. One
man shot himself in the leg accidentally when mistaking the quake for
an intruder.
No damage was reported at Pasadena’s City Hall or to the 66-yearold, 100,000-seat Rose Bowl. The
most damage appeared to be at the
200-year-old San Gabriel Mission,
which lost a few bricks. The mission

was heavily damaged in the Whittier
Narrows quakes.
The quake shook 15.000 square
miles that included Los Angeles.
Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino,
Ventura, Kern and San Diego counties.
Saturday’s "strike -slip" quake
contrasted with the "thrust" style
quakes that marked the Whittier
tremor, and was not believed to be
an aftershock of the Oct. 1, 1987
quakes, said Ms. Hutton.
Those two quakes were blamed
for eight deaths and more than $358
million in damage.
The surge quake occurs when one
earth plate pushes up against another
in a vertical motion.

High-level selenium found in U.S. supermarkets
Surveys can be dropped o
in the Spartan Daily "Lette
to the Editor box in the
Student Union Information
Desk or Dwight Bente! Hall.
This survey will give the
Daily staff a better
understanding as to how
the campus views the
paper. Results will not be
published.

SeleSACRAMENTO (AP)
nium at levels high enough to poison
millions of high -risk Americans has
been found in food from supermarkets across the country, according to
a newspaper’s seven -month investigation.
Toxic concentrations of selenium
also taint the home-grown food and
drinking water of hundreds, perhaps
thousands, of farm and ranch families in several Western states, The
Sacramento Bee reported Sunday.
Selenium is a naturally occurring
gray, non-metallic chemical element
of the sulphur group. Its levels in
commercial foods are high enough to
expose even healthy adults to levels
above federal guidlines, the newspa-

per said.
The potential effects for healthy
adults may be nothing worse than
slight declines in overall health or resistance to disease and infection.
But for those living in the rural
West and high -risk groups across the
nation the very young. old and
the chronically ill the effects can
be much more serious, including severe digestive problems, kidney or
liver damage, paralysis, even death.
the newspaper said.
The Bee said its first set of tests
established a clear danger to rural
families in Oregon, Montana. South
Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming, Colorado and Nevada. The second set
turned up elevated selenium in su-

permarket foods in seven American
cities: Sacramento; Chicago; Washington, D.C.; Atlanta; Great Falls,
Mont.; Rapid City, S.D.; and Montrose, Colo.
The findings were based on laboratory analyses of more than 200
water, meat, fish, egg, cereal grain
and dairy product samples and on interviews with dozens of selenium
victims, their doctors, public health
experts and toxicologists.
Selenium has killed or deformed
thousands of fish, waterfowl and
other wildlife at Kesterson National
Wildlife Refuge in California’s central agricultural valley.

Purchase your Mac now
from Spartan Bookstore
and save up to $799.00!
Bookstore holds the line on Macintoshfi pricing!

Higher prices on Macintoshes

lus
Plus
$1,145 or
$52/mo.

1989
Product

Regular
Pricey

Hold -the -line
Cash Discount
Price

Mac SE/2dr."
Mac SE/20mg."

$2092.78
$2483.51

Mac 11/1dr.***
LaserWriter IINT
LaserWriter IINTX

You
will
Save

Apple Credit
Monthly
Payments

$1770.00
$2279.00

$322.78
$204.51

$79.00
$102.00

$3194.85

$2395.00

$799.85

$107.00

$3396.91
$4793.81

$3075.00
$4395.00

$321.91
$398.81

$138.00
$196.00

’Prices will be raised to the 1989 Regular Price once all items in stock and on order with Apple Computer, Inc have been sold
"Keyboard for Macintosh SE sold separately "Keyboard, Video Card, Video Card Expansion Kit and Monitor for Macintosh
II
sold separately, Apple Credit minimum monthly payment is $20 No down payment required for Apple Credit Purchases Prices are for SJSU
faculty, staff and full-time students only Cash discount price good for payment in cash, check or Apple Credit Card. Payments made by Check,
VISA or MasterCard must be in the name of the qualified SJSU buyer, parent or spouse Checks made payat4e to Spartan Bookstore
No two party
checks accepted A limit of one system unit per customer Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department (408) 924-1809
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Schizophrenia afflicts ex-Packer
NEW YORK (API
Lionel Aldridge, a 6-foot -4, 225 -pound former Green Ray Packer, was afraid to
go home. He believed his wife was a
witch.
Once pan of NBC’s television
sportscasting team. Aldridge was
driven from job to job in city after
city by imaginary voices. He now lions and hear voices.
sorts mail on the 3:30 p.m. to midThey may feel controlled by invisnight shift in Milwaukee.
ible agents or believe their thoughts
Schizophrenia cost him a career, a are being broadcast to others. They
marriage and "just about every per- may adopt new identities.
son I had in my life at that time.’
Nobody knows what causes the
"I figure," he said recently, "it disease. Scientists have long suscost me everything."
pected an inherited influence, and
Such are the stakes in schizophre- the new study provided biological
nia.
evidence for a gene in a few famiThat’s why research advances, lies. Rut that gene is not a factor in
such as recent evidence that a single other
families,
supporting
a
gene may cause some cases. are longstanding suspicion of multiple
more than just nifty science. They factors, maybe environmental and
are another step in understanding a genetic.
devastating disease that strikes perThe voices and hallucinations are
haps one in every 1(K) people at gone now for Aldridge, 47, thanks to
some point in their lives.
daily medication that keeps his illSchizophrenia usually begins with ness at bay. "I’m enjoying relatively
an apparent personality change that good health now," he said. but
may include social withdrawal, diffi- "nothing is guaranteed me" for the
culty in communicating and leth- future.
argy. Later, in its more active phase,
Aldridge’s battle began in 1974,
it can make victims see hallucina- after he retired from athletics and

ACHIEVE

FINANCIAL
FREEDOM."
Manufacturers need new product
Ideas Learn how to create & flie
effective US patents tor as little
as $70 11 is wiser than you think
Patent .1torney provides most
compere ir up to We inform
lion $2 for spellers all forms
provided TECH CO-OP, 1400 Coleman
Ave..
Santa
Clam
Ca .95050.

PUT

etudy positions Contact Student
Union Director Office 9244310

Set own hours. 50% commission,
wane sake 5800 No quotas.
’Sky’s the limn", Pease contact

EXPERIENCED

PAINTER

7

at affordable prices Cell Mark Ell-

encl. necessary Will train moll
wiled person with good communication skills Esstricig Mall

no obliga-

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR, Register your resume now
with the professional career progem Call (408) 243-4070 for details.

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now, Save your tea, eyes
and money too For intormation
end brochure we A5 office or
call (40)93714011

FEMALE

AIDE NEEDED Spring se
nester for disabled women on

campus Dorm resident preferred
min
Hap w errands laundry
mege,9 hr. wk, Ann-924-6567
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS, internetlowl businesses

80
RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION
CHEVETTE. 4 dr, 4 sp, c. stereo.
hatchback. now tires good cond
Make oSer call Karen 253-3817
74 BUG! New custom 1M., $2400 ho
’66 BAJA, new pnt. etro. $1600 ho
nth have new crpt & run go Win
crush all off. esp trade for early
701 8114 Ji/f143-9110

FOR SALE

dle dwr. asking 5155, no mattress,
1.2 yr now male vent grey cal
FREk to gd home. trained to sit on
command, 976-5015 DON

HELP WANTED
ACTIVISTS", Get paid to defeat corpora. lobbies and right-wing
Hrs 2-10PM. Id -F Cell CAMPAIGN CALIFORNIA for more
information 5. an Interview. 2868113
APPOINTMENT SETTING. part time
hours.

possible

5200 wkly or more based on sales
performance Excellent working
conditions. good COMMUnkstIon
skills must Call 250-0454
ARE YOU LOOKING for fun I
ing job, Start the New Year on
right by joining PIZZERIA UNO in
Cupertino We are full aerate
reason." specializing in Chicago style deep dish pieta Call
M-r, 10-7PM to eel open Interview
poi:9111,114ml

Cell (408)978-2715

We are hiring for all positions
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT

OPERA-

TORS needed on gravoyd shift
end weekend shill (28-40k, work
week) Requires 1-3 yrs meth or
ele assembly exp or *poly re In
the sciences or computer grog
Musl be a U S title., We offer
noimb
Call
IOW%
education
415 493-1100, 445, VARIAN
CHILDCARE POSMONS AVAILABLE.
55 to $11 Is PT FT positions
Northern California Nemec 175
San Antonio Rd. Lee Altos, Ca
94022 (415) 949-2933. (415) 9492933
SECURITY"
Positions
now evallebi., major Bay Area v.noes. part Ores flexible hours
Call STAFF NETWORK (415)366-

CONCERT
.
’

9966
CARE
sten
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed al local resIdentlei facilities for young sauna A edoles.
cents with autism & reeled disabilities Full time & pen lime
positions evallabie

Starting $6-

56 25 hr Call 446-3953
SHIP
JOBS.
immediate
openings, Seasonal I. carver opportunities Excellent pay World
Tema, Cat (refundebN) I-51 6
459-3534 err P404
DON’T MISS this OPPORTUNITY to
E X PER1ENCE the Associated Students of SAN JOSE STATE UNIYour assent governaccepting
ment
la
currently
applIcalkans on over 40 commitVERSITY

Public Relations.
Judklary. Gradual. Studies, spe
dal allocation. A Review Board
for Human milMecla Call A S Patees Including

wnee today at 9244240
EARN EXTRA CASH Banque servers
benquist Milos
-49 45 per hr
96 25 per hr . crxidall servers
tee
Part
hr
25
per
IA
Tee on call aveletAe, no *loon.
neceeriaryr Ask for Melinda
in personnel. Santa Clara Marriott
Hotel. 2700 Mission College, 9681500. 9549
OARS IS OVER BREAK Rwponsible
chikkere needed for 2 yr old during WINTER seeeion. 1 41 20 IN,
15-1P$. In Sunnyvah

Ea,

ref req tell 7347120
EMPLOYMENT

tonio, Tows 78205 or call 400)
6211-21128. extwrilon 856
HEALTH

CARE,
56 50 hr
Aleist
ind disabled person 0-S
hr. w AM routine Call 356-2716

GUARANTEED 16 hr
trek. up to $11 hr plus BONUSES Sal benefit show tickets
by phone from our San Jose office Mon-Fri 5 30-900 PM Sat 9-

MANAGEMENT AAA CO SALES $60.000
18yr old. water treatment
co seeks sow-salvo reps miss
for opening of new oft (415)731.

custom list of sources
After you till out data form, our

computer whets only those
sources you are twinned In recelve thus ensuring the beet pos.
Wile list Our wrace is low-cost
and guaranteed, Call or write
Student Aid Servers, 108 E Fremont Au.. 1176. Sunnyvale Cs
94067. (406)746-0709
PRESCHOOL TEACHER AIDE" HOBBIT DAY CARE, 571 N 3rd St PT
flexible hours. Mon -Fri 6 Unit. of
ECE required, pays $6 hr to play
Call Meg at 266-0663
PROFESSIONAL HELP, REASONABLE. Word Processing & Typing
East San Jose. 729-0563
SALES-LADIES APPAREL
RETAIL
Perm FT PT fes hr.
Strong
sales retail
background
prof
Apply in person
AISY-PAVIL LION, 150 S let St 8233. S J

Comstock Santa Gera

tens, all shifts No experience
needed We train Apply MonFrl

OPPORTUNITIES

Jow
NE ED
SECURITY
OFFICERS
CASH" Cave Security le hiring
for Nil and part line positions All
shins evallabM 7 Wry. Mr 24
hr. day EsceiNM pry and benefits Peed training, no alp necessary Apply Mon -Fri SAM-5PM
1700 Wystl Dr Sun. 7. Sante
Clore, or cell 946-CAVE
SECURITY RECEPTION. 56-57 hr No
experience niscoesary, full A pert
linis We an. looking for outgoing
social people to worker high ten
comp.!. in Stilton Valley All
shifts wall We offer modest d90tell.., weekly priy, non-uniform &
been unnorrn poatena. vocation pay. reg more..... credit
union A Immediete permanent
placement Apply between Sew.
SpotMon-Friar VANOUARD. 3212
Scott Blvd , Santa Clara (between
Seri Tome. & Crean
SERVICE & KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEL needed Fl.OIbIa nours to 111
vdth your school echeduN. will
Fein If Interested, plat. caN
Karen el CATERING BY COAST.
(409)7304980
STUDENT

UNION

INFORMATION

ble

rate.

WRITING,

JOCKEY

by

RESEARCH

Andy, TWA Campus Rep

5036

NEW

ZEALAND,

Got

New Zealand WhItewater rafting,
milling, dive the great barrier reef,

anteed Thanks
AAA

ALWAYS
ASProfessional Word ProThesis,
papers.
re
towing

sorties
Desktop
capealnies Serving

&

word

Resumes Help with (Kamm,
punctuation. sentence structure
on request (APA, Turista., etc)
Former English major with 16 yrs
experience Willow Glen erre

pro-

on
completion
your
papa’s
schedule reserve your Ilm wriy
PJ-923-2309

Phone Mrs Morton st 2964448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term papers, manuscripts, ervinpleys.
resumes, repetitive Niters. transcription Free SPELCHEK, copy
edit disc storage Orrick lure around Sane Clare Call 246-

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
transciption Elipsnnced thesis
hooks 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT

San

Jose

papers, theses, resume., letters
No charge minor editing Rates by
page. hour or job Former legal

pers theses reports of all hinds
STUDENT rates tor uniergrads
Available day, eves, weekends by
spa Call Anna et 972-4992
A A-1 SECRETARY with computer
Clow to school Awillable night
and day Rush jobs are my speciality Call Pam al (406)225-5025 or
L408)225-9009
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME,
word-processing
Prolesslomil
services with student discounts
avellable Offer fest turnaround,
diNlvery, grammar editpickup
ing, laser printer end guarantee
copy Call Pamela el (404)946386210 reserve your time now
ABSTRACT WERE NOT’ Academic
word processing our spleeny

pickup de Letter quit TWIT papers,group projects, thews, re
sumo.. letters, etc APA, MLA. To

"The Perfect Paper ’
AMY FOR
Low Price,
pick up end deliv.

radon lamas Oust guar (25
yra cap ) Call Rol (408)274.3684

ery available Call (406) 266-2681.

(leave enfauge) Available 7 days
week

8AM-9PM
PROCESSING",

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

Theses, Reports, Letters No time
to type your paper? Call MARY
ANN al SRN’s, 241.5490.5ant

acedernIc.businesetegail
word
processing needs Term peers

Clara

projects.manuals,thesw, etc Letter quality, All formals plus APA
Fret disk Morose, SPELCHEK

SRN’s

A

WORD

TYPING SERVICE
rates

Free disk

pick-up and delivery
8936

reports,

Reasonable

storage

Free

ULTY RATES’

Including

manuscripts, reeumw,
term pawns thews
Edtting.
premier 11 spell checking All
work done on

APA

PS Laser Printer

MI INIIII I= MENEM

104- -

253-WORK
INFORMATION

LIKE MAGIC Word
processing, editing, research, resumes, onew warchIng, bellgraphics, quick reference Libraren with ML 5 Cal (4011)732-7192

PAGEWISE
WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Haw MA In English, 5 yrs cop and Wonting o0with doing it right, FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students. ’stony. writers, Wetness prof’is Eepd with ESL writers Edlt rewrite too
Wise, (406)732-4645
PROF

TYPING

&
WORD
PRORaw Wes, test turn-

around

Clow to campus Phone
292-4096 *wings A weekends
WORD

PROCESSING. maws, re
sunes, manuscripts. tom. letters
Eperlenced professional Free
SPELLING CHECK, disk store,.
Cali 9964621

WORD

PROCESSING TOP NOTCH,
Student manueripl
discounts
Editing evell Former ben editor
with IA In Engine & 12 wars
prof word processing ergs includes spell punt dIsk stor itrquality output WILLOW GLEN
Patricia (408)288-5688

WORD PROCESSING Letter quellty,
reports theses, etc Reasonable
pricing, sccurate and teal turnaround Call 9AM to 9PM. CANDACE .1 268-4399
WORD PROCESSING - Whir quality
preparation 01 term papers, re
ports, theses, resumes, etc Reasonable pricing. occurs*. end test
turnaround Call 9 AM’ 9 PM, Can.
dace. 266-4399
WORD PROCESSING Quick and me
sonable Excellent quality Shelly
st 247-7520
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BUIL ETIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A fast and newly
way to meet quality people tor romance or friendship Social and
sports partners are also avellable
You may choose to leave you,
own messes!e or hear six different

Enclosed is S

Circle s Clessiticitien

by others
You
don’t have to do It alone Someone special Is wafting to meet
you Hurry, Call today, Over 111
only $2
any toil
messages

SERVICES
BARE IT All

Stop shoving wowing,

4les

F or

SEND CHECK PONE’, ORDER

Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Travel

For Sale

Steren

Typing

Personals

left

Service,
lust 0.

nund

Gal Page

reports,

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD! This yea,
call typist who la intpensincs In
iormelt

group

GO WITH THE BEST, Tale advantage
of our expanse Top secreted.,
service for all your WORD processing need. Graphics, hitters,

guaranteed Gulch return Almaden Brenham area Phone 2644504

ALL

resurnestaters,

,puncherlion,grammar
asst..
tont. All work guaranteed For
that profeseloniaquIck &depend.
able worry -free SerViCe slit. Owl.
call PAM et 247.2661 (Sante Clara)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT 6 FAC

Call 270-

ALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional word processing
Labor printer, cassette tren.cripSon Thews, term papers. group
projects, resumes, etc All formats !narrating APA All work

or printing from your WY Both
IBM & Mac II computers Specie
student discount, Call Print,.
WORDWORKS at 253-WORD or

CESSING
EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
and typing services On-campus

secretary Write Type-972-9430

Minutes

AAH, When ovewheirned by reports to
be type, RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to me Groduate end
undergral Resumes. term Le-

5825

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term

Publishing
Evergreen.

Call Maureen (408)
227-9419.9am to 8pm

NEW ZEAL AND DOWN UNDER

EDITING WORD PROCESSING Term
Paper., Retesrch Propcts. and

By appt Chrystel at 923-8461

ACCURACY

SURED

and South
horn SJSU

pubilshing

cessing Papenathosicreeurnes,
reports. manoscripis & group
projects welcome Student rotes.
7 min inn campus nr 6606 McKee
(SERRYESSA area) To ensure

EDGEABLE In typing that’s tops
Trust TONY, 296-2087 Thanks

Travel end party with the worlds
friendliest poope You can even
viall Tahiti or Hawn on the way
back, its summer there during our
winter break so call AUSTRALIA’
TOURS. (415) 946-2160, and ask
Wool the Contiki specials Also

top

297-

Si 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
QuIck turnaround All wort, guar-

(NURSING DEPT) for ALL YOUR
TYPING NEEDS( THESES) Call
Linda The Write Type, 723-1714,
San Jose, 8AM.10PM, Mon-Set
pick-up delivery twice daily

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desk

ACHIEVEMENT,
AAAA-ACCURACY.
ACCOUNTABILITY,
ACKNOWL-

Call (800) 777.7901

your attention, mate, New Zeeland company has openings for
tow adventurous Americans on
Its ’ under 30" tours of Aintree* II

etc at 251-0449

TYPING

EDITING,"

TRAVEL

deb*. grammar-experienced College grads so call us with papers.
reports. theses (ow Science),

8509

SERVICES

WRITING - RESEARCH

1100s Available for R Engineering
courses. FIT, Calculus, Genera
end Organic Chemistry. Physics.

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening at 10 00 PM a
Campus Christian Center, 101n &
San Cores For more Information

TWA OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off ANYWHERE, any fare Cell

DISCOUNTS

ing Catalog Berkeley (415) 841.

I

& Roberts Bookstore

SJSU

...latent.
Academic thesis
Ghostwriting All subjects GoalMed writers Resumes Re-writ-

I

& more 20 dinerent books availWIG at Spartan Sirs (downstairs)

SCANDINAVIA (Norway Sweden Denmark) JUNE 27-July 16, 1989. (20
AIR Soc 1110 for 3
days) S2190
credits Call 924-5325 for info

Contact Doug et (406) 262-7327.
Monday through Friday 3-9PM

dentist by appointment only, 247.
7486, 335 S Reywood Au., Sat

EXAM FILES trm Professors throughout the USA Earn problems iv
Ike professors own detailed 60111 -
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Free disk storage proofing Reasonable rates We’re fastdepen-

available, Europe win summer.
Greet Trips, Super prices,
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Lockets witty work st reasona-
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about etivithes, colt Rev

DISC

T-SHIRTS for froternites, serodfles,
clubs. butInass Custom screen

CATHOLIC

CLINIC -Unwanted
hair removed permanently Conn
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PRICES? Call Stan el ELECTROPUB. 294-3793

B B OF TROY, It’s been
long line
illus to know how you re doing
Name the place & time. I’ll be
Mere PP

ELECTROLYSIS
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I ’ewe
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OF MYSELF
A
R:61/1VE

HAIR

RESUMES tested
by PROFESSIONALS 25 resumes
10 cover letters typeset-formalted-prInted, $30 Why pay AS

AUSTRALIA’

call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan IS 290-0204

A REAL

permsnent

or Phil at 270-8960 or 922-7359

ADVENTURE, 28111. needed, road trip
Bala. Ca as chew drivers for dirt
riders. 12-30 thn, 1-13-69 Call
Info 227-9115

Afternoon to evenings.
company vehicle Must hew DMV

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS Full and pert time pos1.

only

You’ve got the party, we’ve got

Washer. dryer, microwave, fireplace Nice area, Cell 1.111 11 7293537 hew message al 251-9343

PERSONALS
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soU tv.

41

the music, Michel Productions
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S320 mo Kw 280-1645

printout and good driving record
Apply QUALITY PHOTO, 1725

Friday

Professionsi

the

Desiree Michel. tomer-1y of KSJS

FOR RENT $330 mo Nonsmoker House located 3 blks
from Valley Fill Cell 246-6097

MALE FEMALE
ROOMMATES
WNTD Rerryessa Piedmont Rd
area
Clean,
responsible
5350 mo 1 3 utilities
deposit.

Gus Torres
OUR 15ItANKS84VAIs.
AlID PCN11.60CRE
CoNV1W-ED I SWD 5rAer
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NEWMAN COMMUNITY
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ROUTE DRIVER PART TIME Monday -
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PROFESSIONAL
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Rocky

tith and San Salvador
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Free
penning Savings Rates
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Check Writing Cashing
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treble Member Privilege. Call
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SJSU CAMPUS. one bedrm
apartment available Newly rem,
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Flied finding service provide you
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Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
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Boobs-Computer LO&W.

DECEMBER 2615 Call 279-6075

Swell IMMEDIATELY to a quiet &
now Professor College student
$395
dep Includ Mil Call 432-

PCC,Cmtcpc
S. Aut.
DLL vr^s*
NOM roe Awsleell

method Ask Word the weer
discount for FALL Complimentory consolation by appointment

FOR RENT, LARGE two bedroom op!
nr comply. $550 mo AVAILABLE

$505 mo Call 297-2960

You Cure’
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Ybu 1 &ARFIELD,

7r,011

A Bour

SEARCH quality work Reasonable fees Call Dee .1 292-7029

SJSU Reduced rent or compen.
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ple Underground parking, full
kitchen w microwave $800 mo
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X
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EDITING

removal.
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To Do
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discount to students and faculty Willow Glen area Call Marla

ELECTROLYSIS,

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, 2
berm, 20th, big room. Need to
She. I Pam, 1 blir Inn, SJSU.
5200 mo Call 279-6850

rrs./ALtY

DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring for men, casual and tor.
mai wear, pant hemming 85 IS,,

APT MGR COUPLE iv maInt cop for
13 unit apt across street from

0928 l-5PM only

with

268-

HOUSING

MONEY FOR STUDENTS

We match
students with svaliabe financial
aid ’padreee or grades or family

al

T,L

AND ’THE& YrICRE

le scale for the hendicspped
Strictly nonsentel Cell 371.1433
01 395-3580

RESTAURANT

round

MALE QUADRIPLEGIC NEEDS help
on weekends -Set -Sun Call Don
at 730-1461

Todd

WANTED 5 SALES REPS, to sell FU
JITSU far equip Good commission, flex hr., will train Call Tint.
Ken Norion at 279-2050

LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL & year
positions avalloble now
Salary LINguerds 55 50-$6 40 hr
Pool ktimagers 57 oo-sa 60 hr
Call 942-2470

Call

WAITRESS WANTED, pet -time. fleable hours Good tips asp preferred or will San Call Leroy at
279-9920 OKAYAMA JAPANESE

1PM Call Duncan at 984-0402

8 AM-5PM. 260 Meriden Ave . San
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sume to RCS international. 700 St
Mary. Place. Suite 1400, San An-
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lance For Information tend re-
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about vitality and spirit Specializing In chronic pain. strew, and
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Unwanted Hair Disappears
With My Care Gwen Cholgren,

TELEMARKETING

Flexible hrs Some typing 10.24
hr. wk Some eves & Sal Call
270-0380

and Investors sear foreign na-

AUTOMOTIVE
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Call
CAMPAIGN
CALIFORNIA
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David Rose
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15%8100000110 students and lacutly Call before December 31,
19114 and get your first rept .1 1 2

BLE, DAILY CASH Walking as lance from campus Afternoon
evening shifts evallable Good
voice A personality Call RICH at

WANTED,

FULL ar pert time positions IN
GEBRETSEN VICTORIAN PAINTING Call 377.1767

tweezing or using chemical depth tones Let me perrnanenity re
move your unwanted hair (chin,
bikini. tummy, moustache etc )

TELEMARKETING. Appointment setting Pert time $200 WK POSSI-

Peter Owner el (400)99850V 9771551

EYE DOCTOR’ RECEP ASSIST Are
you people -person, No *open-

ice (406)9449190 tor
tion quote
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2831 Meridian Ave
EXCELLENT SALES OPPORTUNITY,

Michael Sherman
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CENTER Is now hiring for work-

MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
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turned to sportscasting. He had trouble concentrating. He couldn’t get
his work done on time, and as a result his broadcasts often ran shorter
than planned.
"I became very suspicious of people, especially the people I worked
with. The workplace became very
difficult, a very unhappy place."
Aldridge sought psychotherapy.
Hut later that year, he began to have
bouts of psychosis, with imaginary
voices and hallucinations.
While his behavior on the air appeared normal, his life was bizarre.
He feared that his wife was a witch.
He ran barefoot through the snow in
search of his therapist. Soon, he was
hospitalized.
"I knew I needed help," he said.
But the medication he took for a couple years "tombied me out so had I
couldn’t work.- He gave up the
medication.

Apply at MARIE CALLENDER’,

- 1111114
OE
4It 2 .Z059/7
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
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Berke Breathed
Bloom County

Schizophrenia cost him a career, a
marriage and "just about every person I
had in my life at that time."

ler

:an

Page

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192
ONNIIIMM=11M

1)4,

Classified Desk Located inside D81208

Deadline

Two days prior to publication

Consecutive

publication dales only

No refunds on cancelled acts
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Tuesday.

lem solving through the grievance
procedure
He claimed that housing managemem responded to the grievance by
Prom pug, 1
sending out a series of health and
The gill: dike piocedure. which
safety. memos outside grievance prohas tour levels. is now being recedure channels
% iewed at the third level h Milioto.
This action v totaled the rights of
Milioto said last week that Dec. 9
employees to he equal participants in
is the deadline to resolve the griev
the problem solv mg process, he
ance at the third level. At that time
said.
the union may rube, accept an otter
"Although they address the conto resvilve the grievance, or take it to
cerns of the grievance, unilateral acthe Chancellor.s office, the fourth
tions taken by Housing Services
level of review
management have undermined the
If the griev ance is not resolved at
legal rights of employees... he said.
the Chancellor s office, it will go to
Milk*, denied that the adminisan outside arbitrator.
tration has undermined the grievance
One housing services employee.
procedure. Management has a right
who asked not to be identified.
to send out any memo to address emclaimed the administration has done
Bob Tofanelli, ployee concerns, according to Minothing to address his o.incenis.
CSEA representative lton).
"All they do Is talk about it. It’s
"He (Tolanelln signed the union
been stall, stall, stall,.. he said.
contract and they agreed to the grievgrievance
procedure
to
solve
the
Besides claiming that the SJSU
ance procedure. If the procedure is
administration has been slow to re- problem, but to frustrate the problem not voirking to the union’s satisfacsolve the grievance, Tofanelli al- and to weaken the voices of employ- tion, then he should try to get it
leges that the administration has acti- ees. Tolanel I i said.
changed." he said.
vely sought to undermine the
he employees of housing servTor:meth said he doubted SJSU
grievance procedure.
have long learned that the uni- administration would resolve the
" rhe university is not using the s.aSits has no commitment to proh grievaii,..e at the third level

Racism

The employees of
housing services
learned the
university has no
commitment to
problem solving
through the
grievance
procedure.’

December 6, 1988/Spartan Daily

Residents
From page I
will have free blood at least for
awhile.
I
won’t
donate
"Normally
blood... said Matthew l). Anderson,
a Markham Hall resident and junior
maiiiring in iournalism. "If yOU
think at the cause. its worth every
drop.
Stuffed animals were available to
donors to reduce anxiety while giving blood. Cookies and juice were
also provided to restore eneigy afterwards.
"The volunteers were fabulous,
both the students and nurses." Bouchard said.
Fifteen potential donors had to be
turned away Sunday, most often due
to a low amount of iron in their
blood samples.
Anderson said she was pleased to
see many donors from outside
Moulder Hall.
"They told me a gut needed
blood. so I went and donated." said
Markham Hall retitident

M,Irk Studyyin - Daily staff photographer

Stephanie Rauchard donates Hood for Ruth (’arpizn

Faire: Creative gifts available at Student Union Noodles: Roommates fight over food, principle
From page I
and $125 for one on the lower level.
The Student Union also receives five
percent of total sales
"The faire started out as a fund
raiser for the child center," he said.
"It got too big and too popular and
the Student Union took over.
"At least a quarter of the entire
campus is aware of the faire each
year and participates in
he said.
The crafts cost a lot but are worth
the price, he said.
"The stuff is expensive because
its handmade by the artists, so it’s a
kit better quality than you find in the
store," he said.
Marcos Guerrero, who sells embossed watercolor paintings of
whales, panda bears and flamingos,
said the $175 he paid for a table is
worth the business he gains at the
faire.

I so conic here for t is o soars."
lie said. Everybody likes ins, stuff.
Every year I have a really good show
here. I never have any complaints.’
Nicole Testani. a freshman majoririg in marketing, sat at a table in the
Student Union’s lowest level and listened to live music. The faire put her
into the Christmas spirit, she said.
’It’s
neat...
Testani
said.
’There’s a lot of variety and stuff to
look at. It’s .nteresting to see the
Student Union decorated.’’
Richard MacKinnon, a campus
tour guide, said people are always
surprised when he shows them the
Student Union during the faire.
"I really like taking tours through
here because it makes the campus
look really cool," he said.
He said he has never bought any
gifts at the faire.
"I think it’s really food for the

eye," he sdirl
Along w Mt the Christmas faire.
the Artist Guild is selling pottery,
jewelry and silk prints in a tent in the
Art Quad. All the gitts are made by
SJSU art students. said Glenda Luhiner, a senior majoring in textile
art.
"The students who make the art
get part of the profits," she said.
"The rest of it goes to the Art Guild,
which is for the students.
"Hopefully, people buy more
from us than from inside because
they can support the students," she
said.
Diane Stephenson. an unclassified
art graduate, saw a small pot with a
spiral design that she liked at the Art
Guild’s sale.
"I think it’s nice that students do
it and sell it here." she said.

Fees: Students sue CSU for frozen funds
I ram pig( I
A.S. board members said the suit
filed Monday will determine how
they can fight student fee increases
to cover Rec Center cost overruns.
"This establishes whether the
A.S. has a right to an attorney."
A.S. Controller Mark Murillo said.
"Effectielv what they’ve done is

block our efforts to stop the fee increase. We would be in court right
now if this hadn’t happened," said
Leigh Kirmsse, A.S. director of California state affairs
Fullerton has called the legal
struggle over the Rec Center "unfortunate" because of the image it pro-

motes i SJSI
’It is a shame:. McCarthy said.
"But we didn’t put them in this position.They put themselves in this position.’’
Jim Cellini, adviser to the AS.,
said he could not remember the A.S.
ever suing the CSU before.

From page I
noodle, it was
"It was not ovei
over a principle," I iii said. "But it
was still just a small in, ident.’’
Maloney said it is 110( unusual for
roommates to have altercations
"Domestic quarrelling is not limited to husbands and wives and boyfriends and girl friends. he said.
Disagreements over such seemingly insignificant mattoi are also

not rare, he said.
"Arguments start over strange
things sometimes." Maloney said,
I) J Morales. residential director
at Washburn, said fights between
roommates coin "%cry rarely."
"Sometimes small things become
big things, or a lot of small things
mount up. That may he what happened here. This is also a high tress
time of v ear "

Psychology professor Bob Pellegrini said small incidents frequently
lead to conflict if they aren’t vented
immediately.
"At the time they may seem so
trivial as to be unworthy of a re sponse, he said. "But sometimes
the cumulative anger from a whole
series of events gets ventilated in an
explosive reaction that’s out of all
proportion to the event

Four hijackers returned to Russia after 2-day drama
M( 151 /W AP)
four imackers wet,: in Soviet custody Monday
after being returned from Israel. and
Soviet authorities praised the actions
that gained the release of 30 young
hostages and ended a two-day drama
without bloodshed.
The hijackers arrived at Moscow’s
Sheremetyevo airport before dawn
Sunday. Vremya. the evening television news program, showed the
men being hustled off a plane into
waiting cars.
The state -run media did not say
what charges the four would face or
where they were being held, The reports gave detailed accounts of the
hijacking, which began Thursday
when the group sei/ed a school bus
filled with children in the southern
Russian city of Ord/honikid/e.

In return tor the release at the 30
children, their teacher and the
driver, authorities gave the hijackers
ii plane and a crew and allowed it to
fly to Israel on Friday.
Israel and the Soviet Union,
hiCil has e not had diplomatic relations tor 21 :seats, worked together
to end the incident. The hijackers
surrendered after the plane landed at
Ben-Gurion International Airport,
and a Soviet plane was sent to pick
them up.
"The outcome of the operation
will serve as a warning to those who
may nurture this kind of criminal designs," Tess quoted a KGB secret
police spokesman as saying.
"It is for the first time that such an
operation has been carried out with
the participation of another state,

And its results can be described as
successful: the criminals have been
captured, they will sustain a deserved punishment and, what is the
main thing, the children were rescued," he was quoted as saying.
Media reports identified the leader
of the gang as 38 -year-old Pavel
Yakshiyants, who was convicted
three times for robberies and theft.
Geni Ageyev. a deputy KGB chairman, described him as a "hardened,
habitual criminal." Tass said.
Tass indicated a fifth person, 29year-old Tamara Fotaki, was a virtual hostage herself and accompaflied the hijackers onto the plane
"for the sake of saving the lives of
the children and their teacher."

You dodt need your pattnts’ money
to buy a Yacintosh.
Just their signature.
It’s never been difficult for students to convince their parents of the need for a Macintosh*
computer at school.
Persuading them to vrite the check, however,
is another thing altogether.
Which is why Apple created the Student Loanto-Own Program. An ingenious loan program
that makes buying a Macintosh as easy as using
one.
Simply pick up an application at the location
listed below, or call 800-831 -LOAN. All
your parents need to do is fill it out,
0 NM% AlTie i

sign it, and send it. If they quality, they’ll receive
a check for you in just a few weeks.
There’s no collateral. No need to prove financial hardship. No application fee.
Best of all, the loan payments can he spread
over as many as 10 years.

Which gives you and your parents plenty of
time to decide just who pays for it all.

IntroducingApples
Student Loan-to-Own Program
Spartan B(H)kstore’s Computer Dept.
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